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CHAPTER I
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement – Aspect Angle Estimation
Radars have the ability to track objects in three dimensional space but the
orientation of the tracked object is more difficult to estimate. Aspect Angle Estimation
(AAE) is the process of estimating the relative aspect angle of an object to the radar.
Figure 1.1 shows the concept of aspect angle for a missile in two dimensions. This aspect
angle is very important because it determines the amount of back-scatter radar cross
section (RCS) that is presented to the radar. With the exception of a sphere, generally all

Figure 1.1: Relative Aspect Angle
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objects’ RCS changes with aspect angle. This change in RCS can be gradual or very
radical depending upon the shape of the object and its dynamics relative to the radar.
1.1.1

Aspect Angle Estimation Uses
There are two basic uses for the estimated aspect angle information, Target

Classification and Simulation Validation. Each activity provides a distinct purpose for
obtaining the data.

Target Classification
Target Classification is a critical part of military defense radars. The ability of the
radar to identify what it sees gives the military commanders the situational awareness to
accomplish their missions. The level of classification a radar offers can be as granular as
the user would want. With each level of granularity, more and more information is
required for correct classification. The additional information often comes in the form of
either more measurements (more radar time illuminating the target) or additional
dimensions to the data (more features).
In missile defense systems, the primary targets of interest are ballistic missile
pieces and parts. These parts consist of re-entry vehicles (RVs), booster stages, and other
associated objects. AAE can be beneficial to this mission by exploiting the difference in
the flight patterns for an RV and a booster stage.
The AAE data can be used to provide more fidelity to an existing classification
system. Combined with a coarse object classifier, a radar can process multiple AAE
HMMs allowing the radar to distinguish types of RVs by their flight patterns.
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Simulation Validation
For sophisticated radars such as those used in missile defense, system developers
use hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) simulations to evaluate the radars’ performance.
These HWIL simulations and their associated real-time drivers must be validated to
ensure that the collected data is useful and relevant to the radar system engineers.
Real-time drivers are used to stimulate the radar HWILs. A variety of drivers can
be used to inject radar signals into the radar at multiple places within the radar’s
architecture. These injection locations include but are not limited to antenna front end,
analog into the receiver, digital In-phase and Quadrature-phase (I&Q) and detection
messages. Two of the common locations are to inject at the analog baseband into the
receiver or inject at the digital I&Q level.

Figure 1.2 shows a basic radar HWIL

simulation architecture where the driver is injecting at the baseband digital I&Q level.
The architecture in Figure 1.2 has several challenges when it comes to validating
that the driver has injected the correct RCS response for a target. One of those challenges
is to validate that the I&Q Signal Injection is computing the I&Q voltage samples
correctly.

Radar HWIL Driver

Data
Processing
(Object Management,
RCS Computation,
Doppler Estimation)

Radar HWIL

I&Q Signal
Injection
Scatterer
Data

(Scatterer voltage
I&Q computation)

Digital
I&Q
Samples

Signal
Processing

Radar Command Data

Figure 1.2: Radar HWIL with Baseband Digital I&Q Injection
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Radar Applications
(Search, Tracking,
Discrimination)

To do this validation using current methods requires placing a high-speed
recorder (HSR) between the driver and radar. The HSR I&Q data would then need to be
compared with pre-computed data at the I&Q sample level for all of the radar beams.
This method of validating data can be very time-intensive and computationally
expensive. Another validation step is to use the logged RCS estimates and estimate the
aspect of the injected object to the radar. This step would provide the validation feedback
to the truth data that is provided to the driver. An example of this might include
providing a way to “playback” non-instrumented missile objects (e.g. port covers, Vbands) from live flight test events. The need to reconstruct flight events is a necessary
requirement for simulation drivers that need to be anchored to real world events.

1.1.2

Target Type
There are a variety of targets that can be viewed by ground-based radars. These

targets fall into a couple of broad categories: ground-based, airborne or space-borne. All
of these target types that fly in one form or another, whether they are missiles, planes,
satellites or a flock of birds, will have a shape. For the research presented here, missiles
will be the primary object of focus. Missiles present an interesting level of symmetry.
Due to the flight dynamics and requirements for stability, the majority of ballistic
missiles tend to have a very similar form, that of a long cylindrical shape. This basic
body shape has two symmetries that will help simplify AAE, does not include missiles
that have large wing surfaces (e.g. cruise missiles).
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Roll Symmetric
Roll symmetry means that the shape of the object looks the same as it is rotated
about an axis. For the case of a missile, this axis of rotation is along the nose to end.
Real-world missiles are not exactly roll symmetric due to fin placement, nozzles and
other control surfaces.

In this research, the missile objects will be considered roll

symmetric.

Symmetric about 180° aspect
The other form of symmetry for missiles is the aspect angle. For a fixed roll
angle, the missile is symmetric in aspect (i.e. aligned along a principal plane in which the
missile looks the same on both side). This means that the RCS for view aspect angle of
45° will be the same as a view aspect angle of 315°. Figure 1.3 shows an example of a
roll symmetric missile’s RCS profile over the full 360°. From this image, it can be seen
that the missile is symmetric about 180°.

Figure 1.3. 360° RCS Profile showing the back-scatter RCS response
for a single roll angle of a missile. Based upon a generic missile
model developed in Sensor and Signature Simulation software
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1.1.3

Object Features/Sensor Measurement
An object has sets of RCS that are of interest in this research. The first is the

chamber measured RCS or Electro-Magnetic simulation RCS model for the object. The
second is the RCS estimates made by the sensor illuminating the object as it is flying.

Chamber RCS Measurement Data
Chamber RCS data for an object is the estimated RCS profile of the object. This
data is often collected in controlled environments that have anechoic chambers. The
types of profiles collected utilize narrow, medium, and wide bandwidth waveforms at
specific frequencies.

With each RCS profile, a sophisticated measurement radar

illuminates the object with the desired bandwidth waveform. The object is rotated a
gradual amount and the RCS is measured again. This rotation and measurement activity
allows the object to be measured along precise orientations.

Figure 1.4 shows the

medium-band profile of a booster stage.
When chamber measurements cannot be performed on an object, different
software packages can be used to estimate the RCS profile using computer-aided
drawings (CAD).
Note that all RCS models used in this dissertation are based upon a generic
missile model developed using Sensor and Signature Simulation software.
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Figure 1.4: Medium-Band (MB) RCS Profile of a Booster Stage

Estimated RCS
The radar system viewing the object will estimate the RCS return based upon its
detection report history for the object. The RCS value is estimated using the radar range
equation. The RCS level is dependent upon the aspect angle the radar “sees” of the
object. The measured RCS will be affected by receiver noise.

Measured Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
The radar has the ability to measure the SNR of the received power signal. The
SNR can be thought of as a level of confidence in the received power level of the return.
The SNR of the RCS estimate is a ratio of the RCS estimate to the RCS noise floor.

1.1.4

Estimation Problem
Two complications increase the difficulty of the estimation problem. First, the

aspect angle cannot be estimated based off of a single measurement. Two, the object will
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be constantly moving. Also, real world objects have asymmetries. RCS has very strong
frequency dependence. The errors in chamber or predicted RCS models can contribute to
significant difference between simulation data and real life.

Sequence Based Estimation
In order to make an estimation of the aspect angle, multiple RCS measurements
are taken over time, thus giving a feel for the changing RCS and orientation over time.
The RCS profile provides a mapping for the sequence of RCS estimates to the aspect
angle of the object.
Each RCS estimate made by the radar will be correlated to the RCS estimate
taken just prior. This concept models the movement of the object and its change in
aspect. The estimate-to-estimate change in RCS also models the change in aspect as a
Markov state. Since the radar cannot observe the object orientation directly, it means the
aspect angle (Markov state) is hidden and the only observation that can be used by a low
range-resolution radar is the estimated RCS and SNR. This frames the AAE algorithm as
a Hidden Markov Model problem that has continuous observation/emission and discrete
states (chamber measured aspect angles).
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CHAPTER II
Literature Research
2.1 Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
Hidden Markov Models belong to the class of stochastic processes known as
Markov Models. Markov Models are processes that describe how a system transitions
from one state to another. The state transitions can be performed in discrete time or
continuous time. The states themselves can be a finite set or infinite. The transitions
between states are probabilistically controlled. The transition from a state i to a state j is
governed by a state transition probability.

|

The value

,

,…,

,

(2.1)

represents the probability the system will transition from state i to

state j. Since it is a probability, it obeys the rules of probabilities.

0, ,
∑

1,

0
0, 1, …

(2.2)
(2.3)

For a finite set of states, these probabilities can be captured in the form of a state
transition probability matrix
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⋮

2.1.1

⋮

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

(2.4)

⋮

Markov Property
What makes a first order Markov Model so unique is the memory-less property,

known as the Markov Property.

The Markov property says the probability of

transitioning to the next state is only dependent upon the current state and is independent
of the previous states, [1]. This means the state transition probability has the following
property:

|

,

,…,

,

(2.5)

|

2.1.2

Discrete Hidden Markov Model
Discrete Hidden Markov Models are Markov Models whose states are hidden

from an observer. The system only gives a hint of its state by the emission (

)

that is given when the system changes states. In these HMMs, the emissions are discrete
and have their own associated probability mass distributions. So, along with the state
transition probabilities, the HMMs have a probability of an emission for each state of the
model,

|

|
10

.

(2.6)

The emissions’ discrete probabilities can be put into an emission probability
matrix. The matrix’s dimensions will span number of states (N) by number of possible
emissions (M).

⋮

⋮

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

⋮

(2.7)

such that

∑

1.

(2.8)

The final set of probabilities that define the HMM with the P and B matrices is set
of initial state probabilities (). This probability distribution defines the likelihood the
model starts in a particular state.

(2.9)

where

∑

1.
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(2.10)

2.1.3

Continuous Emission/Discrete State Hidden Markov Model
In the case of measuring signals in the natural world, the emissions can have a

continuous, non-discrete range. This means that the emissions now have a probability
density for each of the HMM’s states.

|

2.1.4

|

(2.11)

Three HMM Problems
HMMs have three principal problems associated with them [2,3]. These problems

are linked to how the HMMs are used. These problems include the following: Emission
Sequence Evaluation, State Sequence Estimation, and Training.

The computational

difficulty increase as you move from classification to training.

Emission Sequence Evaluation (Classification Problem)
The evaluation of an emission sequence (O) is the classical classification problem.
In this case, the problem is computing the probability that the observed emission
sequence was generated by a class’s HMM (). Class selection would be accomplished
by selecting the model with the highest probability.

|

|

Select Class 1

|

|

Select Class 2
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The

| ,

probability,

in

question

can

be

computed

using

the

Forward/Backward Algorithm. This algorithm evaluates the probability of the emission
sequence in the forward time direction and in the backward time direction.

The

evaluation probability can be computed using only one of the directions but the algorithm
is core to state estimation and training algorithms. The Forward/Backward Algorithm is
a recursive algorithm that computes the probabilities of all the paths through the possible
states for the observed emissions at each time step. The algorithm is reproduced from [2]
for completeness.
Table 2.1: Forward/Backward Algorithm, [2]

Forward Algorithm
,

,…,

,

Backward Algorithm
Probability Definition
|

,

,…,

|

,

Initialization
1
for all times n, n = 1, …, T-1

Recursion
respectively n = T-1, …, 1

Termination
|

|

State Sequence Estimation
The Forward/Backward Algorithm computes the probability that the observed
emission sequence (O) could have been generated by the HMM, . The probability
results do not give any hint as to what states the HMM transitioned through to produce
the emission sequence. In order to determine the states that the HMM traversed, an
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estimation must be made. There are two common methods for estimating the states of the
HMM emission sequence, Maximum Likelihood (ML) State Estimation and Viterbi State
Estimation.

ML State Estimation
ML State Estimation as outlined in [3] computes the probability of each state at
time step, n. A ML estimator chooses the value that has the highest probability [4]. For
the HMM case this means that the following maximization must be performed,

| ,

,

(2.12)

where argmax returns the state index, i, that maximizes the quantity in the brackets.
This maximization problem has been worked out in [3].

The resulting

maximization comes down to choosing the state with the largest probability.

The

probability in the brackets of (2.12) can be computed using the Forward/Backward
Algorithm. This probability is computed using the following:

| ,

Where

∙
|

is the forward probability at time step n for state i and

probability at time step n for state i.
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(2.13)

is the backward

Viterbi State Estimation
Viterbi State Estimation is known to be an “optimal” state estimation algorithm
[2] in the Maximum Likelihood (ML) sense. This algorithm estimates the states of a
HMM in an efficient manner due to its recursive nature. Because of this efficiency, the
Viterbi algorithm has found its use in the communications world as a decoder for forward
error correction codes [5].
The Viterbi algorithm used in HMMs has a forward and backward recursive
process similar to the Forward/Backward Algorithm.

When going in the forward

direction, the algorithm maximizes the transition probability for a given time state and
then multiplies the emission probability with the ML transition probability. Once the
probabilities have been computed, the estimated sequence is then selected by going
backward in time. The backtracking selects the states that provided the highest transition
probabilities. The recursive algorithm is shown in table 2.2 from [2].

HMM Training
The most complicated part of any pattern classification system is the training of
the model. HMMs are no less complicated. For HMMs, the state transition probabilities
and emission probabilities for each state are the parameters that must be
estimated/trained. The estimation of these parameters can be computed in a simple
fashion using a relative frequency analysis [2,3].
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The above parameters are iteratively updated in order to maximize the model’s
| ) [3]. The training should produce a

likelihood to produce the training sequences (

monotonic increase in the probability that the model in training produced the training
sequences,

|

|

,

(2.14)

where O is the training emission sequence and k is the training iteration number.
Table 2.2: Viterbi HMM Decoding Algorithm

Forward Probability Computation
Backward State Selection
Probability Definition
max
, ,…, , , ,…,
,
|
, ,…,

Initialization
0
Recursion
for all times n, n = 1, …, T-1
max

argmax
Termination
, ∗|
max
∗

argmax

Back-Tracking of Optimal State Sequence
for all times n, n = 1, …, T-1
∗

∗

Where s* is the optimal state sequence.
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The criteria for training the HMM is relatively general and gives the user of the
model a lot of flexibility in estimating the needed parameters.

Several of these

techniques involve finding local maxima in the evaluation probability space while others
try to find the global maximum. The following sections give examples of the training
techniques that have been employed in HMM parameter estimation.

Baum-Welch Algorithm
The Baum-Welch algorithm is an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm that
finds the local maxima [3]. This algorithm attempts to compute the HMM parameters
explicitly as stated in the conditions above.
The number of times a HMM transitioned from state i to state j is

∑

where

, | ,

, | ,

(2.15)

is an indicator function that the model  transitioned from state i to j at

time step n in the emission sequence O. The number of times it was in state i is

∑

where

| ,

| ,

(2.16)

is an indicator function that the model  was in state i at time step n in

the emission sequence O. With these two definitions, a better definition can be given for
the expected state transition probability.
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∑

∑

, | ,

∑

, | ,

∑

| ,

| ,

(2.17)

The next step is to understand the expectation of the indicator functions. In this
case, the indicator functions are Bernoulli variables. The expectation of a Bernoulli
variable is the probability of the variable [1]. This means

, | ,

,

| ,

(2.18)

.

(2.19)

and

| ,

| ,

It is shown in [2] that

,

| ,

,

|

(2.20)

and

| ,

|

(2.21)

Using (2.18) – (2.21) in (2.17), the Baum-Welch state transition probability estimate can
be defined as
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∑

,

(2.22)

∑

The initial state probabilities can be estimated as

| ,

(2.23)

The estimate for state emission probabilities can be found likewise. For the
emissions, the expected number of times a particular emission, vk, is emitted for a state
must be found. Using the previous approach, an indicator function can be used. Define

∑

,

, | ,

(2.24)

as the number of times emission vk is emitted by state i. Placing (2.24) into the emission
probability estimator definition and using the results from (2.21) results in

,

∑

, | ,
∑

∑

, | ,
∑

(2.25)

As with the other indicators, the indicator function in (2.25) is also a Bernoulli
variable. This means that the numerator of (2.25) is a summation of the probability of the
Bernoulli variable occurring,
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, | ,

,

| ,

.

(2.26)

Using this expectation, the state emission probability can be estimated as

∑

,

| ,

∑

∑

| ,

:

∑

∑

:

∑
(2.27)

Eq. (2.22), (2.23), and (2.27) give the Baum-Welch parameter estimates for
discrete state, discrete emission HMMs. These estimates will allow the HMM to train to
a local maxima in the

|

probability space. To find a global maxima, the HMM

would have to be trained using an optimization algorithm that is capable of getting out of
local maxima (minima for error reduction).

Simulated Annealing
Where the Baum-Welch algorithm finds the local maxima of the HMM’s
parameters, Simulated Annealing is capable of finding a global maximum [6]. Simulated
Annealing is a mathematical model that emulates the annealing of metals. The annealing
process involves the “heating”of the system to a high starting “temperature”. The system
is worked upon using random perturbations and a probabilistic selection. This routine is
conducted until the system has “cooled”.
Simulated Annealing has been successfully used in the training of HMMs [7,8].
In these instances, the annealing process was used to bump the system out of a local
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maximum. This gives the training system the opportunity to find a gradient toward larger
maximum.
The Simulated Annealing algorithms outlined in [7,8] follow a basic procedure.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initialize the model parameters randomly
Perform a random perturbation on the model parameters
Evaluate an acceptance probability (n) for the newly created parameters
Sample u ~ U(0,1), if u < n then keep the new parameters
Repeat from step 2 until the system is cooled

The annealing process is adapted to HMM parameter estimation using steps 2 and 3. In
the annealing process, the “cooling temperature or schedule” drives the acceptance
probability of step 3 toward zero. This means that as the system “cools” it is less likely
to choose the new parameter set. The cooling temperature has the following properties
[6]:

1

lim

(2.28)

0

→

(2.29)

From [7], the Simulated Annealing algorithm is adapted to HMM parameter
estimation by a data augmentation process with Maximum A Priori (MAP) probabilities.
This algorithm assumes a random distribution for the HMM P and B matrices. Each row
of the matrices is assumed to have a Dirichlet distribution. On each iteration of step 2,
the algorithm performs the following steps that are very similar to a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) [1]:
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2a. Sample an estimated state sequence from the emission sequence, O, and the current
HMM parameter set
~

| ,

(2.30)

2b. Sample a new set of HMM parameters using updated Dirichlet distributions from the
estimated state sequence, s(n).
~

| ,

(2.31)

The above two steps provide a perturbation to the HMM parameters. From this
point, the annealing process must decide to keep the new parameters or keep the previous
ones. This decision is made by computing an acceptance probability. The acceptance
probability used in [7] for step 3 of the Simulated Annealing process uses the MAP
probability,

|

, of the HMM, , producing the emission sequence. The acceptance

probability is

⁄

|
|

,1 ,

(2.32)

where T(n) is the cooling temperature.
In [8], the Simulated Annealing algorithm is used to push the training routine out
of any local maximas. From the annealing process, step 2 is accomplished by perturbing
the model parameters and then performing a local maxima optimization. The local
maximization can be accomplished using an algorithm like Baum-Welch.
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Step 3 is performed using the following for an acceptance probability.
1,
where

(2.33)

is the cost function.

|

(2.34)

In both [7] and [8], the annealing operation was used to push the optimization out
of any local maximum and get it moving closer to the global maximum.

Genetic Algorithms
Another global search algorithm that has been applied to HMM parameter
estimation is Genetic Algorithms [9]. Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a global optimization
algorithm using a form of natural selection to explore the parameter space. It is modeled
after the evolutionary processes that chromosomes experience as they go from one
generation to the next [10].

The basic GA, as described in [10], is composed of three operations that are
performed on each of the generations. They are:
1. Reproduction
2. Crossover
3. Mutation
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The reproduction operation copies the parent chromosome to the next generation
allowing for the survival of a genetic representation. The crossover operation takes two
randomly selected parent chromosomes and swaps portions of their genetic makeup thus
creating a child for the next generation. The mutation operation is performed a small
number of times with respect to the number of crossovers and reproductions [10].
Mutation changes a small portion of a chromosome.

GA - Fitness Estimation for the Generation
The algorithm starts with a generation of N chromosomes. Each chromosome has
a fitness or goodness score computed. This fitness function is used to grade how well the
chromosome fits the desired optimization [10].

GA - Selection of Parents
The next generation’s parents are selected by rank ordering the N chromosomes
using the computed fitness score. Then based upon a fitness threshold value, the top M
chromosomes are selected to parent the next generation, where M < N.

GA - Creation of the Next Generation
After the selection of the M parent chromosomes, the GA operations
(Reproduction, Crossover, and Mutation) described above are applied to create N
chromosomes for the next generation.
The above steps are repeated until the fitness scores converge to the desired point
[11].
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GA in HMM Parameter Estimation
The above GA was adapted to estimate the HMM parameters.

This was

accomplished by combining the local optimization of the Baum-Welch algorithm with
GA [9]. To adapt the HMM parameters to the GA methodology, the rows of the P and B
and initial state probabilities were concatenated to make up a HMM parameter
“chromosome”. The algorithm as described in [9] performs the following steps on the
HMM parameter chromosomes:

1. Initialize with N
, ,..., ,...,

randomly

generated

HMM

chromosomes

(models),

2. Perform three iterations of Baum-Welch on the N models using the set of K
training sequences,
, ,..., ,...,
3. Compute the fitness score of each of the N models. The fitness score is computed
as the average log-likelihood of each model to produce the K training sequences.
∑

|

(2.35)

4. Using the N fitness scores, the top M models are selected to parent the next
generation (the value for M was described as a “few” in [9]).
5. The M models then have the reproduction, crossover and mutation operations
performed on them to generate N models.
6. Steps 3 - 5 are repeated for 10 generations.
7. After the 10 generations of GA optimization, the algorithm in [9] goes to step 2
and performs the local optimization
The above steps are repeated as described until the desired convergence criteria is met.
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Training Variants
The above sections presented training methodologies. The use and presentation
of training data in the above training algorithms has been the subject of several research
efforts. The general goals of the training variations are to increase the robustness of the
trained models [12]-[14].

Training Variants - Noise Compensation
A significant amount of HMM research has been performed in speech recognition
to make systems more robust to noisy environments. The research in [12] and [13] gives
two examples where the models were trained using noisy data. Specifically, SNR was
used as a metric for selecting the HMM to be used. Since noise can only affect the HMM
emission, the SNR compensation techniques are applied to the state emission
probabilities.
In [12], the authors trained a speech recognition system that was based on both an
SNR level and the noise type. The system used the incoming noisy speech data to
estimate two parameters, noise type (Subway, Car, Babble, and Exhibition) and SNR.
Using these two parameters, a particular HMM was chosen. Their research showed that
for each of the selected noise types that there was no added benefit for more than three
SNR-specific HMMs. They found for the chosen noise types that 5, 10, and 24 dB SNRs
were sufficient.
In [13], the author developed a trained HMM using clean speech data. Once the
clean speech HMM was developed, research was put into how to perform noise
compensation for the emission Gaussian mixtures. The author presented a method for
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using the SNR level to compensate the mean vectors and covariance matrices of mixture
distributions. The techniques were shown to be successful in two noise types maintaining
a recognition rate greater than 86% with 0 dB SNR.

Training Variants - Selective Training
In [14], the authors performed research on how to reduce the impact of outliers in
a training set to the HMM training results. They decided to use a weighting function for
each of the training sets.

This was first proven to show that weighting a training

sequence does not violate the training process. The weighting process was then shown
for the Baum-Welch training equations (state transition probabilities and Gaussian
mixture densities). The implementation scaled the training sequences contribution to the
equations by a ratio of the sequence’s weight and

| . The results of the weighting

approach showed a reduced error rate compared to a ML-based training approach.

2.1.5

Nonstationary HMM
The above discussion on HMMs assumed the state transitions were stationary.

This means that the model’s probability of leaving state i does not have any dependence
on how long the model stays in state i. Nonstationary HMMs (NSHMMs) are HMMs
that have a time varying state-transition probability matrix. NSHMMs have been used to
model systems that have very dynamic behavior such as radar recognition of aircraft [15].
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State-Transition Probabilities
The NSHMM state-transition probabilities are dependent upon how long the
model has been in the current state. This now defines the state-transition probability
from i to j as, [15], [16]:

|

...

(2.36)

Eq (2.36) states that from time n-d to n-1 the model is in state i and that it will transition
to state j on the next time step with probability

.

From (2.36), there are two probabilities of interest:

1. Probability of going from state i to state i on the next time step,
2. Probability of going from state i to state j on the next time step,

.

Case 1
Case 1 outlines the self-transition probability [15].

This first requires the

definition of a new probability, the duration probability mass function

. This

probability defines the likelihood of staying in state i for d time units and then leaving.
This probability has been modeled as a truncated Poisson distribution in literature, [15],
[16],

!
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.

(2.37)

The Poisson parameters have also been used as random variables in [16] and distributed
using Gamma distributions.
Using the duration probability shown in (2.37), the self-transition probability can
be defined as shown in [15] and [16] using the duration, d, as a qualifier,

1

1
∑

1

∑

.

(2.38)

Case 2
In case 2, there has to be a method of determining which state the model will
transition to when it is making its transition. The probability of leaving state i after d
time units is equal to

|

...

1

This requires a definition of a state-transition weight for states

∑

1,

(2.39)

, [15], [16],

.

(2.40)

Using the weights defined in (2.40) and the probability of leaving a state, (2.33),
the outward state-transition probabilities are shown to be, [15], [16]:
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1
1

∑

(2.41)

With equations (2.37), (2.38), and (2.41), the NSHMM can be defined as [15], [16],

, , ,

(2.42)

Training Techniques
Training of NSHMMs is a difficult process. Conventional approaches like BaumWelch do not have the capability of modeling the nonstationary behavior and durations.
It is proposed in [15] and [16] to use a MCMC approach to estimating the model
parameters, (2.42).
The MCMC algorithm is used to estimate the state-transition probabilities and
parameters using Dirichlet distributions for the initial state distribution and statetransition weights. Using the training emission sequence, O, as a reference, the Dirichlet
parameters are updated on each training iteration by the number of instances of a
transition.
The emission distribution parameter estimation differed between [15] and [16]. In
[15], the authors proposed a K-means algorithm to estimate the multivariate Gaussian
distribution. Whereas in [16], the authors used MCMC.
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2.2 RCS Emission Distribution
For AAE, it is important to know the distribution of the RCS measurements made
by the radar.

The RCS measurement distribution provides a continuous emission

distribution for a HMM.

For this application, the radar is assumed to be making

measurements using low to medium bandwidth waveforms. This requirement allows the
assumption of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) on the In-phase and Quadraturephase (I&Q) receiver channels. The RCS measurement distribution will vary based upon
the type of receiver used.

2.2.1

Non-Coherent Envelope Detector
For the Non-Coherent Envelope Detector receiver, the detection activity is

performed by checking to see if the envelope signal (magnitude of the I&Q channels)
crosses a threshold. This type of detector does not use any of the phase information in
the signal. The envelope signal, v, at the detector has been shown to have a Rice
probability distribution [17], for an input signal with constant amplitude of A.

(2.43)

where

is the noise variance on the I&Q channels,

the modified Bessel function of zero order.
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2

(Pr is power) and I0(x) is

2.2.2

Coherent Matched Filter Detector
When the radar uses a coherent Matched Filter (MF) receiver, received signal

shows a similar distribution dynamic to an envelope detector. As shown in [18], the
threshold detected MF envelope response has a Rice probability distribution for a
received signal with a random phase but constant amplitude.

This distribution of

received envelope signal differs from (2.43) as it depends upon the receive signal energy.
For (2.43),

|

| is the magnitude of the matched filter output for the input signal,

, where m is the desired complex signal and n is the complex AWGN.

(2.44)

where E is the energy of the matched filter signal (

).

2.3 Current Research
The application of HMMs to target recognition is not a new subject. HMMs have
been applied to multi-aspect based recognition of acoustic/sonar targets, [19], [21]-[24],
and radar targets, [15], [20], [25].

2.3.1

Multi-Aspect Target Classification of Acoustic Targets
HMMs have been used to perform target recognition of submerged acoustic

targets [19], [21]-[24]. The concept generally used was a stationary target where the
sensor would rotate around the target at a constant radial distance. The HMM classifiers
would then attempt to recognize the target based on different acoustic responses.
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State Transition Probabilities
The acoustic target states were defined as the subset of angles where the scattered
fields are considered stationary [21]. This divides up the 360° angle space around the
target into a set of states where each state represents a range of angles.
In [19], [23], and [24], the state transition probability matrix was restricted to be
single state transitions. The target was restricted to only transition to the previous state,
current state, or next states in line. This restriction made the probability matrix tridiagonal.
In [21], the authors modeled the state transitions as Gaussian distributions. This
allowed the model to have higher fidelity in the change in aspect.

The Gaussian

distribution was dependent upon the sizes of each of the states' angle ranges.

State Emission Probabilities
In each of the acoustic target references, the primary means for generating the
feature space was to use a technique called Matching Pursuits (MP). The MP technique
starts with projecting the signal onto a set of basis functions. The result with the best
match is kept and the error is computed. The resulting error is then projected on all of the
basis functions again with the best result being selected. This process is repeated until
the desired number of iterations have been completed [19]. The result gives a vector of
coefficients.
Once the echo signal has been transformed using the MP method, utilization of
the MP data is explored in different methods. In [19] and [21], the authors vector
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quantized the MP echo signal to an established codebook. The emission probability is
then trained using Baum-Welch or relative frequency analysis.
In [22] and [24], the authors use a vector quantized codebook to map the MP echo
signal. This is similar to [19] and [21] but the authors then take advantage of the echo
transient characteristics. The transient characteristics are modeled using a three-state
Markov Model shown in Figure 2.1. Using the quantized MP echo signal, the Markov
Model computes the emission probability for the state. This of course requires each state
to have a unique initial probability distribution and state transition probability matrix for
the three-state Markov Model. The authors in [22] focus on the size of the codebook
used in [24] to reduce the amount of distortion to the transient waves.
Lastly, the authors in [23] use the MP echo results to develop Gaussian Mixture
Models of the emission probabilities.

This is done by using a k-means clustering

algorithm that is dependent upon the Malhalanobis distance metric. The mixture weights
are then trained using frequency of occurrence.

Figure 2.1: Three State Markov Model for State Emission Probabilities, [24]

2.3.2

Multi-Aspect Target Classification of Radar Targets
Multi-aspect observations of radar targets have been applied to HMM-based

classification systems [15], [20], [25], and [27].
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Each application uses different

approaches between each other to compute the emission probabilities and state transition
probabilities.

State Transition Probabilities
In [15], the state transition probabilities were modeled as non-stationary as
described in Section 2.1.5.

The non-stationarity is used to model the increasing

likelihood that the target will move and change aspect relative to the radar.
In [20], the authors presented a two level HMM. The model has the 0° - 180°
aspect range broken down into sub-HMMs.

Each sub-HMM is responsible for

computing a 15° aspect range. The upper echelon HMM then uses each of the

|

from the sub-HMMs to compute the classification probability. The individual state
transition probability matrices are restricted to be "left-to-right". This means the HMM
in question is restricted to only move up or down in state by a single transition or remain
in the current state. This state transition property is applied to all the sub-HMMs and the
upper echelon HMM.
The authors in [25] restricted the state transitions to single transitions like in [19],
[20], and [23].

State Emission Probabilities
In [15], [20], and [25], the High-Resolution Radar (HRR) profile is used to
provide the source for the HMM model emissions. A HRR profile is the time versus
amplitude output signal from the filtered wideband radar echo. A HRR profile will
provide the capability to see the echo return from individual scatterers along the target’s
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slant range length. This is accomplished by using a radar waveform that has a wide
bandwidth. Bandwidths on the order of 5 GHz will give an approximate range resolution
of 3 cm. This means that the radar has the potential to distinguish between scatterers
spaced 3 cm or more from each other. The wideband HRR profiles are used to generate
features for the HMMs’ emissions.
The NSHMM in [15] used the Multirelax algorithm [26] to estimate scatterer
locations and amplitudes from the HRR profiles.

The scatterer features are then

incorporated into a multivariate Gaussian distribution for computing HMM emission
probabilities. The training of the distribution used k-means clustering.
The authors in [20] used a similar Relax algorithm as in [15] to extract the
scatterer positions and amplitudes from the HRR profiles. These scatterer features are
used in a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The distributions are trained using BaumWelch. Each of the sub-HMM will have a set of multivariate distributions associated to
its 15° aspect range. The upper HMM then uses the

|

from each of the sub-

HMMs as its emission probability.
In [25], the authors apply MP to the HRR profiles in order to extract features for
the HMM. The features chosen from the HRR profiles are the amplitudes and the time
differences between scattering points.
between the scatterers.

The time difference represents the distance

With these features, the authors develop multivariate line-

distributions. The line-distributions provided a relationship between two or more features
that is unique to a particular aspect.

The line-distribution provided a continuous

distribution and allowed the HMM to span the feature space. The motivation behind this
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choice was to reduce the amount of distortion caused by discrete emission probabilities
when vector quantizing the features.
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CHAPTER III
Methodology
3.1 Aspect Angle Estimation (AAE) HMM
3.1.1

How HMM fits into the Aspect Angle Estimation Problem
If the radar is illuminating an object at a sufficient rate and at the same frequency,

each measurement will be correlated to the measurement taken just prior.

This

conceptually samples the movement of the object and its change in aspect. The system
models the aspect angle of the object as a Markov state. Since the radar cannot observe
the object’s orientation directly, the aspect angle (Markov state) is hidden and the only
observation that can be used is the estimated RCS.

This allows the aspect angle

estimation problem to be initially explored utilizing the framework of a first order Hidden
Markov Model that has continuous observation/emission and discrete states (chamber
measured aspect angles). Thus the sequence of RCS measurements now represent a
sequence of emissions from a HMM.
It is important to note, the time series of aspect angle for a moving object can
have second and potentially third order motion effects. Those considerations will not be
addressed here. This problem will be wholly framed in the context of a first order
Hidden Markov Model.
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3.1.2

Fixed-Rate AAE HMM Development

State Transition Probabilities
To train or compute the state transition probabilities, a sufficiently large set of
trajectories is needed in order to present a statistical representation of the flight dynamics
of the object to the radar. In this application, a statistical representation of the missile
object’s flight pattern means that the training trajectory set spans the view angle of the
radar system. It also implies that the object in question flies through the coverage area of
the radar. For instance, if it is a surveillance radar, the object would have to fly within all
the viewing space of the radar and also impact in and around the coverage area. This
enables the radar to “see” the object at different view angles, thus providing a
probabilistic representation of the flight pattern.
Once the training trajectory set has been established, the trajectories will need to
be sampled down to the desired PRF of the model. For each trajectory, the aspect angle
will need to be computed relative to the location of the radar.
Computing the state transition probabilities requires performing a relative
frequency analysis of each state’s transitions from the set of training aspect angle
trajectories. This means that for state i, the Pij is estimated as, [3]:

 


E N ij ,
Pij 
E N i 

(3.1)

where Nij is the number of transitions from state i to state j and Ni is the number of
transitions out of state i. This task is accomplished by computing the histogram of
transitions for each state in the HMM. Figure 3.2 shows the histograms for the same state
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(Aspect angle of 100°) at four PRFs: 1 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, and 25 Hz. Using the
histograms, the discrete probability distributions can be computed for each state. This
leads to the HMM having a fully populated state transition probability matrix but
parameterized with a rate variable, r, for the PRF of the radar.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.1, the state transitions for the missile objects show a
similar “Left-to-Right” characteristic that was seen in [19], [20], [23], [24], [25] and [27].
This tightening of the histogram is intuitive. As the radar increases its sampling rate,
PRF, the time between samples is reduced and thus the object has less time to
move/change its position. The plots in Fig. 3.1 outline the effects of PRF for objects
flying through the entire field of view of the radar from multiple launch points.
If only one launch point was under consideration for a unique missile object, the
distributions would be naturally tighter as well due to less opportunity for a variable
aspect representation.

The variance on the distributions would be dependent upon

amount of flight dynamics the HMM is to cover. An example might be, very tight/low
variance distributions for flight test target that has controlled deployment strategies
whereas the variance might be much larger for missile that is launched from a noncooperative state. This difference in variance could be significant depending on whether
one model is to capture all dynamics or multiple models to capture different flight
dynamics. Variance in the distributions would also be dependent on whether one HMM
is to capture the motion of multiple types of missiles. This research evaluates how a
single HMM models the motion of a particular missile object.
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Initial State Distributions
Computing the initial state distribution is very similar to computing the state
distributions. In this case, the question of “what is the initial state,” must be asked. It is
unknown when the radar would begin its aspect angle estimation, so the initial starting
point for use of the HMM is variable. To address this unknown, the approach taken was
to compute multiple initial state distributions. Doing so meant adding an additional
control variable to the HMM,

P S 1  i |     i ( ) ,

(3.2)

where  is the control variable for selecting the initial state distribution.
The selection of  must be tied to one of the radar's tracking variables for the
missile object. Examples of these variables can include: time in track, elevation, or slant
range. The approach used in this research was to use elevation as .
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25 Hz PRF: 100° State Transition Histogram
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Fig. 3.1. State transition histograms for the 100° aspect angle state for a precessing Re-Entry Vehicle (RV).
Each figure shows the number of times it moved to neighboring states. None of the transitions fell outside
the limits shown in the figures. Each one shows the results for a different PRF: (a) 1 Hz, (b) 5 Hz, (c) 10
Hz and (d) 25 Hz.

Figure 3.2 shows the initial state histograms for a precessing RV at 5°, 20°, 35°,
and 45° elevation. The computed histograms can then be used to compute the discrete
probability distributions using relative frequency analysis to compute the probabilities.
As can be seen, the initial state distribution spreads as elevation is increased. This is due
to the increase in allowed time for the RV to have moved thus increasing the variance of
the distribution.
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Initial State Histogram for 20° Elevation

Initial State Histogram for 5° Elevation
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Initial State Histogram for 45° Elevation

Initial State Histogram for 35° Elevation
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Fig. 3.2. Initial state histograms for a precessing RV. They show the increasing spread of the distribution
as the object gets higher in elevation. The increase spread is due to the increased time allowing the RV to
move. The four figures are the initial state histograms for different elevations: (a) 5°, (b) 20°, (c) 35° and
(d) 45°.

RCS Emission Distribution
The aspect angle (HMM state) is hidden since the radar cannot directly measure
the orientation of the missile. This means the radar must rely on the measurements it
makes in order to estimate the aspect angle. To this end, a relationship between radar
measurements and the aspect angle must be established.
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The aspect angle to radar measurement relationship can be made using an RCS
model or chamber data for the missile. Chamber data for an object profiles the scattering
return of the object for a given radar frequency band. This profiling activity is performed
in anechoic chambers in order to get a high SNR average RCS measurement over all
aspects of the object. This relationship can also be established using RCS models derived
from computer models of the missiles using RCS prediction software [30]. The resulting
RCS models derived either from chamber data or computer models can be made using
different bandwidths of radar pulses.

The bandwidth of the pulses determines the

resolution of the returned echoes [17]. This means the RCS models can be of generally
two variants: Narrowband/Medium band (NB/MB) or Wideband (WB). The NB/MB
RCS models do not have enough resolution to separate the individual scattering centers
on the missile. The scattering centers all sum together coherently to provide a single
radar detection. Whereas the WB RCS single pulse returns at various aspect angles will
provide a profile that shows the individual contributing scattering centers along the length
of the object. Figure 3.3 shows the NB/MB backscatter RCS profiles for a tank/booster
stage and RV that was generated from a computer model. The profiles in Fig 3.3 will be
used for the RCS in the HMMs for the RV and tank/booster.
Using the NB/MB RCS model to provide the linking of the aspect angles to true
RCS requires the radar to use the RCS estimates of the missile as the emission feature for
the HMM. The radar estimates the RCS by measuring the received power from the radar
detection and using the radar range equation to estimate the RCS of the object. Along
with each RCS estimate, the radar also must compute the associated SNR. The SNR of
the RCS estimate gives a measure of confidence in the accuracy of the estimate.
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Tank/Booster Stage NB/MB Backscatter RCS Profile
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(a)
Re-entry Vehicle NB/MB Backscatter RCS Profile
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(b)
Fig. 3.3. NB/MB Backscatter RCS Profile for (a) Tank/Booster Stage, (b) Reentry-Vehicle (RV). This
example profile demonstrates a linking between the aspect angle and the true backscatter RCS that the
radar would measure. Each profile utilizes 0.1° aspect step size giving 1801 aspect angle states. Based
upon a generic missile model developed in Sensor and Signature Simulation software.

With the selection of the RCS estimate as the HMM emission feature, the
emission distribution must be developed. Since the RCS estimate can be any value
within the radar's dynamic range, the HMM will have a continuous distribution for the
emissions. The HMM must present the same fluctuation in RCS as the real missile would
when illuminated. The fluctuation of an airborne target’s RCS as seen by the radar is due
in part to the unknown movement of the target while the radar is illuminating it [31]. The
HMM models each state as a discrete aspect angle. If the missile is held at a constant
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aspect to the radar, the resulting echo responses will present a fixed RCS.
constant/fixed RCS represents a Swerling 0 fluctuation model.

A

This leads to a

distribution where the primary contributing factor to variance is additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) in the radar receiver under the conditions of no external interference or
clutter. A Swerling 0 model has a linear detection voltage distribution that follows a
Rician probability density function (pdf) for NB noise [4],





 v
 v 2  a 2   av 
 2 exp 
 I 0  2 
2
pV ( v )   
 2
  

0


v0

(3.3)

v  0,

where v is the detection voltage, a is the pulse magnitude, and 2 is the noise variance on
the individual I and Q channels of the radar receiver. The receiver noise power is the
sum of the I and Q channel noise variances, 22.
The distribution in (3.3) is for the voltage measured by the radar in its detector.
The RCS model uses RCS which is a normalized measure of received power that takes
into account all the elements of the radar range equation (such as range, losses, antenna
gains, frequency, transmit peak power) to represent the missile object. Eq. (3.3) must
then be scaled to represent RCS. The RCS is computed from a voltage signal in a radar
receiver’s detector by

2 

v2R4
 v2K R ,
K

(3.4)

where 2 is the RCS, v is the detection voltage, R is the range to the object, and K is the
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radar constant consisting of the fixed parameters of the radar,

K 

PT G T G R  2
4 3 L

.

(3.5)

The radar processing will apply the conversion to RCS, (3.4), to each of the
voltage measurements within the pulse repetition interval (PRI). This means the voltage
noise is converted to an RCS noise also when the radar computes SNR. It is only scaling.
The resulting RCS field measure (square root of the RCS) will have the same distribution
as the voltage signal only scaled,





 
  2  K R a 2   K R a

exp

I0
2
2
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 0

(3.6)

  0,

where KR2 is the variance of the RCS noise and KRa2 is the true RCS for the respective
aspect angle.
The SNRs are shown to be equal between the received voltage signal and the
RCS,

SNR 

v2
v2K
2
 2 R 
2
n
n KR
 N2

where N2 is the noise power scaled to RCS.
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,

(3.7)

With the measured SNR and substituting (3.7) for (3.3), the HMM's definition ()
is finalized,

  , r , SNR     , Ar , B SNR  ,

(3.8)

where A(r) is the matrix of state transition probability mass functions parameterized by
the PRF, r, and B(SNR) is the set of pdfs whose signal values are set to the RCS values in
the RCS model (corresponding to their respective aspect angle states) and variance
controlled by the SNR.
Using the defined HMM in (3.8), the estimation of aspect angle states can be
accomplished using the standard Viterbi algorithm [3] under the conditions that r and
SNR are fixed.

Utilization of the Viterbi Algorithm for AAE HMM
The Viterbi algorithm outlined in section 2.2.4 is utilized to estimate the resulting
aspect angle state sequence from the observed RCS/SNR sequence. In order to do this,
the appropriate substitutions are made using the defined AAE HMM defined in (3.8).
First, a state’s probability is defined as

max

t (i)  st1 P1,2 ,3,...,t1,t , s1, s2 ,...,st1, st  i | , prf, SNR,

where t is the RCS field strength and st is the state.
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(3.9)

The initialization for AAE HMM uses the Viterbi initialization step but utilizes
the control variables  and SNR,

1i i  bi 1 | SNR1 ,

(3.10)

1 i   0 .

(3.11)

The algorithm is iterated over each of the time steps. For each time step, the
probability of each state being the next is computed and only the highest probability of
transition to the state is kept.

t 1 j   i t 1i Pij  prf bj  t 1 | SNRt 1 
max



argmax



t 1 j   i t iPij  prf 

(3.12)

(3.13)

The termination step of the Viterbi algorithm selects the last time steps’ highest
state probability as the maximum likelihood probability that the observed sequence came
from the HMM. It is also when the end state is selected which is the state corresponding
to the highest probability.









max

 
P  * |   , prf , SNR   P  * , s * |   , prf , SNR   i  T i 
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(3.14)

*

sT 

arg max

j  T  j 

(3.15)

Using the end selected state from (3.15), the back tracking through the highest
probabilities is accomplished using the save states at each step, (3.13). The maximum
likelihood state sequence is then selected using

 

*

*

st  t 1 st 1 .

(3.16)

The selected state sequence from (3.16) is then converted to its corresponding aspect
angle values to give the estimated aspect angle sequence.

3.2 AAE with fluctuating SNR
In Section 3.1, the AAE HMM was presented under the condition the SNR was
constant for all RCS emissions. This section will examine the performance and needed
modifications for a fluctuating SNR. Special consideration will focus on developing a
new method to perform a controlled fidelity reduction of a HMM for the low SNR (less
than or equal to 15 dB) cases resulting in the use of super-states. The Viterbi algorithm
will then be modified to handle the super-states.

3.2.1

Controlled Fidelity Reduction (CFR)
In the Aspect Angle Estimation HMM, the state emission distribution is modeled

by the Swerling 0 RCS distribution for that state’s aspect angle. The distribution is based
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upon the signal strength being equal to the RCS measurement of the object at the
specified aspect angle.

These RCS-measurement-to-aspect angle measurements can

come from an RCS model or chamber data [32].
It is observed that as the SNR is reduced, the ability to distinguish between two
neighboring states becomes more difficult.

This is due to the fact that the RCS

distributions spread with increasing variance. An example of this is seen in Fig. 3.4 using
State ID 300 and 301 (29.98° and 30.08° respectively) from the tank/booster RCS model.
To handle the case of low SNR and “similar” looking RCS distributions, it was decided
to find a way to reduce the fidelity of the HMM in a controlled method that was
dependent upon SNR. This CFR resulted in the concept of a “super state” where similar
looking states were joined together into disjoint sets of the original HMM state space.
To perform the CFR properly, a method for measuring the similarity or
dissimilarity between RCS distributions was needed.

It was decided to use a pdf

divergence to measure the dissimilarity between two pdfs. Several divergence measures
were investigated: Kullback-Leibler [33], Cauchy-Schwarz [34], [35], and Specificity
[36].

In this work, the number of methods was down-selected to two divergence

measures, Kullback-Leibler and Cauchy-Schwarz.
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Low SNR State Comparison, SNR = 6dB

High SNR State Comparison, SNR = 20dB
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Fig. 3.4. Neighboring States’ RCS Distributions for (a) 6dB SNR and (b) 20dB SNR

Modified Kullback-Leibler PDF Divergence
The Kullback-Leibler pdf divergence is defined as the following [33]:

 px  
 p  x dx ,
DKL ( p, q )  D  p || q    log
 qx  

(3.17)

where p and q are pdfs.
The range of output for (3.17) is (-∞,∞). To join the states into disjoint sets, a
threshold would have to be applied to the divergence output.

This necessitated a

modification to (3.17). The magnitude of the divergence is all that is important since DKL
= 0 when p(x) = q(x).

A threshold is only looking to see how different the two

distributions are. The other modification needed was to apply a bias. This bias is needed
to join only states that are consecutive or neighboring each other. The chosen bias was to
apply an integer weighting to the |DKL| so states that are not nearby would have
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divergence thresholds well above the neighboring states. This resulted in a Modified
Kullback-Leibler Divergence measure for the HMM emission probabilities as

DMKL i, j  

 f o | i  

 log  f o | j   f o | i do  i  j

,

(3.18)

where f(o|i) is the emission distribution for state i.

Cauchy-Schwarz PDF Divergence
The Cauchy-Schwarz PDF divergence measure was selected for consideration as
it provided a stable divergence measure that was always greater than or equal to 0. The
divergence is defined as for the emission distributions for states i and j:



DCS i, j    log





 f o | i  f o | j do  .






f
o
|
i
do
f
o
|
j
do



2

2

(3.19)

State Joining
As shown in [32] and the above section, the HMM emission distribution can be
modeled by the Rician distributed RCS field distribution whose noise component is
scaled by the radar constant (3.5) and the range.

The resulting HMM emission

distribution is computed as:

f o | i  p  | ai, SNR ,
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(3.20)

where a(i) and (SNR) are the state dependent signal and SNR dependent noise
parameters of the Rician distribution in (3.6). The substitution in (3.20) is then applied to
the divergence measures (3.18) and (3.19) and used throughout the rest of the
computations for f(o|i).
Since the aspect angle estimation HMM is defined for 0.1° aspect angle steps per
state, testing showed it was necessary to select a set of SNR values below 15dB to
perform the state joining. The state joining process was performed on the RV and tank
RCS models in 1dB steps between 1dB and 15dB SNR. The divergence measures (3.18)
and (3.19) were computed for each state compared to each of the other states within the
basis of the state transition distribution for the state under test. If there is a consecutive
group of states that have a divergence measure below a selected threshold, those states
are then joined into a super state set, resulting in disjoint sets of super states that have a
varying number of states within them and are dependent upon the PRF of the HMM.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 shows the Tank/Booster and RV RCS models along with the
8Hz PRF state groupings for each of the SNR levels for the Cauchy-Schwarz and
Modified Kullback-Leibler divergence and thresholds of 0.03 and 0.3, for tank and RV
respectively. Note, the ‘x’ represents the start and end of a group with a line connecting
them.
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Tank/Booster Stage NB/MB Backscatter RCS Profile
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(a)
Cauchy-Schwarz Divergence State Reduction; T = 0.03
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Fig. 3.5. (a) Tank/Booster RCS Model. (b) The state joining of the tank/booster states using CauchySchwarz and Modified Kullback-Leibler Divergences with threshold of T = 0.03 and PRF of 8 Hz. The ‘x’
marks the start and stop state of a super state set with a line connecting them. RCS model is based upon a
generic missile model.
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Re-entry Vehicle NB/MB Backscatter RCS Profile
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(a)
Cauchy-Schwarz Divergence State Reduction; T = 0.3
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Fig. 3.6. (a) RV RCS Model. (b) The state joining of the RV states using Cauchy-Schwarz and Modified
Kullback-Leibler Divergences with threshold of T = 0.3 and PRF of 8 Hz. The ‘x’ marks the start and stop
state of a super state set with a line connecting them. RCS model is based upon a generic missile model.
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3.2.2

Modified Viterbi Algorithm for CFR
In [32] we demonstrated the ability of the Viterbi algorithm to estimate the aspect

angle of missile objects under the condition of constant SNR. In section 3.2.1, the
method to reduce the fidelity of the HMM in a controlled fashion was presented. In this
section a new modification to the Viterbi algorithm will be developed. The standard
HMM Viterbi algorithm outlined in [1]-[3] cannot handle the super states as they are
formed.

This is due to the fact that the state-transition probability matrix changes

dimensions as the SNR fluctuates over time. Because of this varying state count for both
the current state and the potential next state, there are four cases of transitions that can
occur. These transitions are outlined in Table 3.1. Depending upon the current RCS
emission’s SNR and the next RCS emission’s SNR, the Viterbi algorithm must be able to
go in and out of a low SNR case as well as transition between varying levels of fidelity
when staying in a low SNR condition.
Table 3.1. HMM state transition cases. .
To: High SNR
To: Low SNR
Stay
in
standard
fidelity
Transition
to low fidelity
From:



P
s

j
|
s

i
P
s

J | st  i
High SNR
t 1
t
t 1
Transition to standard fidelity
Stay in low fidelity
From:
Pst 1  j | st  I 
Pst 1  J | st  I 
Low SNR
This table outlines each of the four transition cases of the next (t+1) RCS measurement having a low or
high SNR from a low or high SNR state. I and J are super states whereas i and j are individual states. Low
SNR is considered to be ≤ 15dB

Modified Viterbi Algorithm: Initialization Step
At initialization, the Viterbi algorithm evaluates the initial state distribution, P{s1
= i}, with the probability that state i gave the observed emission [3],

i 1  Ps1  i f o | i .
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(3.21)

Under high SNR conditions, (3.21) is a proper starting point for the estimation
effort. But under a low SNR case, the starting state space is lower fidelity.
The first step in evaluating the initial distribution in a low SNR case is to identify
the set of joined states for the given SNR, . Let

I  in | 1

(3.22)

represent the super state set of states for the SNR, 1, at t = 1. Using this set of states, the
initial distribution for the super states must be computed. For the initial distribution, the
super state initial distribution is relatively simple to compute. The initial super state
distribution is

Ps1  I    P s1  in  .

(3.23)

inI

Eq. 3.23 is an intuitive result stating that the initial super state distribution would
be the sum probabilities of the states in the super state set. The emission distribution is
different since each state has its own unique emission distribution. To handle this, the
Viterbi algorithm treats the super state’s emission distribution as multi-mode distribution
consisting of the individual state’s emission distributions.

f o | s1  I    cn  f o | s1  in 
i n I
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(3.24)

where cn is the scaling coefficient for state in. Since it is unknown as to which state in
within the super state I contributes more, the coefficients in (3.24) are set to a uniform
distribution equal to one over the number of states in I, NI, (i.e.

c

n

 1 ).

n

Once (3.23) and (3.24) are computed for each of the super states, I, the Viterbi
initial probabilities can be computed as in (3.21) and initialize the back-tracking index
variable.

 I 1  P s1  I   f o | s1  I 

 1 I |  1   0

(3.25)

(3.26)

Modified Viterbi Algorithm: Iteration Step
The iterative step of the Viterbi algorithm is to compute the maximum likelihood
probability of getting to each of the states from all of the states [3] with the probability of
the destination state emitting the emission. This step in the algorithm is where the aspect
angle estimation consists of the four cases outlined in Table 3.1. For an iteration step
where the previous RCS measure has a high SNR and the new RCS measure has a high
SNR, the algorithm simply performs the standard Viterbi iteration step with the full state
space of the HMM. In the three other cases where the reduced fidelity state space is
being utilized, the state transition probabilities have to be recomputed for the super state
sets.
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To handle the transition cases, the singleton states (states not part of a joined
super state set) are considered to be their own super state. This requires that all the newly
developed state transition distributions must reduce down to the original Viterbi
computations when the size of the super state is one.

To begin let the following super state sets be defined for the iteration step, t+1:

I  in | t  ,

J   jn | t 1.

(3.27)

(3.28)

I and J are the super state sets for the source and destination respectively.
With the super state sets defined for the given SNRs at t-1 and t, the state
transition probability matrix can be computed. Note that the number of super state sets
for a given SNR is always less than or equal to the number of states in the HMM. This
means that at any time, t, the dimensionality of the state transition probability matrix will
change depending upon the measured SNR of the newest RCS. Each element in the state
transition probability matrix will state the probability of going from state I to state J.

PIJ  Pst 1  J | st  I

(3.29)

Computing PIJ requires two stages. First the distributions for each of the states in
in I must be combined into a multi-modal distribution to create the distribution PIj.
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PIj  Pst 1  j | st  I    cn  Pst 1  j | st  in 

(3.30)

i n I

where cn are the coefficients for state in. Similarly with (3.24), since there is no a priori
knowledge of the states within I, cn is equal to one over NI. The operation in (3.30)
averages the state transition distributions for the states in I.
The final step to PIJ is to collect the probabilities for the super state set J.

PIJ 

 Ps

j m J

t 1

 jm | st  I 

(3.31)

In (3.31), the transition probabilities for states jm are summed to a single value.
This gives the probability of going from super state set I into J. Eq (3.27)-(3.31) show
that the state transition probability matrix, P, will change in dimensions based upon the
sequence of SNR values, t.
The emission probability for the RCS for super state set J is computed just as it
was in (3.24) for I.

f o | st 1  J  

d

jm J

m

 f o | st 1  jm 

(3.32)

where dm is the scaling coefficients for super state set J and equal to one over the number
of states in J, NJ.
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The remaining operation in the iteration step is to perform the maximum
likelihood selection of a state that transitions to J. This is performed in the same manner
as the standard Viterbi algorithm except the super state sets are used.

 J t  1 

max
I

 I t PIJ  f o | st 1  J 

 t 1 J | t 1  

arg max
I

 I t PIJ 

(3.33)

(3.34)

Modified Viterbi Algorithm: Termination
To end the iteration portion of the algorithm, the last set of super state set
probabilities, I(T), is used to select which super state set has the highest likelihood for
being the end state of the sequence. This is the same equation used to conclude the
Viterbi algorithm for standard discrete HMMs [3] except the states are replaced with the


super state sets, I. The resulting probability of the emission/RCS sequence, o, with


SNR,  , is computed in the following:

max
 
  
 J T 
Po,  |   Po,  , s |  
J
.

(3.35)

The end state is selected by taking the super state set at time T with the highest
probability from (3.35).
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sT 

arg max
J

 J T 

(3.36)

Modified Viterbi Algorithm: Back-Tracking
The last step in the modified Viterbi algorithm is to back-track through the
selected super state sets for each of the time steps. Since the HMM state space changes
with SNR when below 15 dB, the back-tracking operation, I(t), must be aware of each
set of super state sets used for each time step. This is performed by making the backtracking operation dependent upon the SNR for each time step. This dependency was
shown in (3.34) earlier. The back-track selection is performed by going backwards
through the trellis of selected super state sets created by (3.26) and (3.34),

st t 1st 1 | t 1  .

(3.37)

The results of (3.37) is a sequence of states and superstate sets. Where the SNR
drops below 15 dB, the estimation will say with maximum likelihood the true state is
within a range of states for the superstate set.

3.3 AAE HMM Training Process
The creation of the AAE HMM has three overall steps as shown in Fig. 3.7. The
first major step consists of generating the angle data needed. In this step, the trajectory
set is down-sampled to the desired PRF and the aspect and elevation angles are computed
for each trajectory. The second step is the computation of the missile object model.
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During this operation, the RCS model is associated with the angle data. The state
transition histograms and 2° elevation initial state histogram are computed. This data is
then saved as a missile model. The final step is to generate the actual HMM. During this
final step, the missile model is converted to a HMM. The additional elevation angles are
added to the initial state set to give a suite of distributions for elevation angles, 2°, 5° 50° in 5° increments. The slant range for each of the trajectories is computed. The CFR
super states are then computed in 1dB increments from 15dB down to 1dB.
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Figure 3.7. AAE HMM Training Process
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CHAPTER IV
Results
4.1 Simulation Setup
An experiment to estimate the orientation of a separating missile’s RV and
booster stage was performed with the HMM developed above. In the experiment, the RV
will be precessing along its velocity vector at a rate of 2°/sec and a cone angle of 2°. The
booster will be tumbling in the velocity vector plane at a rate of 5°/sec.

4.1.1

Training Data
The experiment was setup with the sensing radar viewing a line of 21 evenly

spaced missile launchers. The missile launchers form a line in front of the radar where
the center of the line is 306km from the radar. Each end of the launcher line is 413.7km
from the radar. This puts the launchers spreading across an azimuth span of ±42° to the
radar.
Surrounding the radar, there is an established grid of impact points where each
launcher is aiming. The grid of impact points contains 72 locations in an 8 x 9 grid. The
rows are spaced 15.5km and the columns are spaced 11km. The radar is sited on the third
row and fifth column position. The radar is also a target for the launchers so there will be
some missiles headed directly for it.
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The launcher setup and impact grid provides the HMM with a trajectory set that
provides a statistical representation of the missile objects’ movement.

This is

accomplished by the missile objects impacting in front of, behind and next to the radar
while approaching from various angles in an 84° span.

The setup provides 1510

trajectories for training the HMM. The trajectories consisted of 3DOF position data plus
3DOF orientation pointing vectors (as opposed to Euler angles). The trajectories and
laydown are shown in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1. Simulation setup with training trajectories showing impact grid and radar location

A HMM was developed for each missile object (RV and booster). Each missile
object has 1801 states corresponding to 0.1° intervals on an aspect angle range of 0°180°. The RV and booster’s RCS models were shown in Figure 3.4. The state transition
probability matrix, A, was computed using (3.1).

The initial state distribution was

estimated by computing the state histograms for elevation angles: 2° and 5° to 50° in 5°
intervals where 2° is set as the minimum elevation angle of the radar. Using the RCS
models to represent true RCS, the set of 1801 distributions can be generated using (3.6)
for both the RV and booster. Each distribution’s RCS noise variance will be scaled
depending upon the measurement SNR.
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4.1.2

Test Data
A separate test set of three launchers were placed in the scenario. The test

launchers were not placed in the line of training launchers. They were placed in front of
and behind the launcher line. Their specific locations from the radar are: #1 377.6km at
27.8° azimuth, #2 319.6km at 6.5° azimuth and #3 351.9km at 30.7° azimuth. Each of
the three test launchers are firing on all the impact points designated in the training setup.
Their positions offer 210 trajectories that are not seen in the training data. The test
launcher setup can be seen in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. Test scenario showing test launcher locations and trajectory ground traces.
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4.2 AAE HMM with Constant SNR RCS Estimates
The first conducted experiment was to evaluate how well the HMMs performed
for each PRF over a range of SNRs with a fixed elevation. In this experiment, the HMM
began its state estimation at 20° elevation and the SNR is fixed to sum desired value. To
produce a fixed SNR, the noise floor is adjusted so that the SNR is the same for each
RCS estimate in the sequence. The HMM was then run through every other trajectory in
the training data set (total of 755). Each trajectory was sampled 90 times at the desired
PRF. The state estimation error was collected over the desired range of fixed SNR (10dB
to 40dB) values. The same experiment was performed on all of the trajectories in the test
data set. This gave a total of 67950 error measurements for each data point on the
training curve and 18900 for the test data points.
Figure 4.3 gives a 50 sample sequence demonstration of the 5Hz RV AAE for
Trajectory #769 at 18dB SNR with starting elevation of 20°. Figure 4.3(a) shows a
comparison of the true aspect angle vs time with the HMM Viterbi estimated aspect
angle. The HMM Viterbi algorithm utilized the AAE HMM with the measured RCS
shown in Fig. 4.3(b). The error performance is quantified in Fig. 4.3(c). Figure 4.3(d)
shows the probability space that the HMM Viterbi algorithm computed for each state at
each time step. The coloring in the plot shows the maximum-likelihood probability of
going to that state for that time. At the first time step, the initial starting distribution
establishes which states start with non-zero probability. As the time progresses, the nonzero probability space will spread due to each state’s transition distribution allowing it to
reach further. With the movement in time, each possible state (state under test) will have
a probability computed of highest likelihood of moving to that state, (3.12). The back
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tracking equation, (3.13), logs the state that had the highest transition probability to the
state under test. Once, the end of the sequence has been reached, the state at the final
time step with the highest probability is selected as the starting point for the backtracking operation, (3.16). The black trace overlaid on the probability space shows how
the Viterbi algorithm selected the estimated states/aspect angle shown in Fig. 4.3(a)
utilizing (3.16).
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True Aspect vs. Estimated Aspect

Aspect Angle Estimation Error vs. Time
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Figure 4.3. AAE performance of the 5Hz RV for Trajectory #769 at 18dB SNR with starting elevation of
20° (a) True Aspect Angle compared to the Estimated Aspect Angle, (b) True RCS versus the noisy
measured RCS, (c) AAE error (d) demonstrates the probability space of the ML estimation that is
performed by the Viterbi algorithm
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Figure 4.4 gives a similar demonstration as Fig. 4.3 did but for the tank/booster trajectory
#931 at 15dB SNR and 20° elevation.
Aspect Angle Estimation Error vs. Time
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Figure 4.4. AAE performance of the 2Hz Tank for Trajectory #931 at 15dB SNR with starting elevation of
20° (a) True Aspect Angle compared to the Estimated Aspect Angle, (b) True RCS versus the noisy
measured RCS, (c) AAE error (d) demonstrates the probability space of the ML estimation that is
performed by the Viterbi algorithm
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4.2.1

RV AAE error distribution with fixed starting elevation/varying SNR
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the 2°/sec precessing RV results at 20° elevation for

PRFs of 1Hz, 5Hz, and 10Hz.

As can be seen, the error performance improves

dramatically as the SNR is increased. This is intuitive since there is less noise variance
around the true RCS. The other contributing factor to the performance increase is the
increased PRF. Since the RV is precessing at 2°/sec, there is an associated Nyquist
sampling rate that will be needed to capture the full movement of the RV. This is seen at
15 dB SNR where the mean error dropped from 22.5° error at 1Hz down to 2.8° error at
5Hz. The 10Hz PRF improved the error down to <1° error.
The error performance improvement over SNR for increasing PRF is a matter of
the estimation error’s standard deviation versus PRF. If the average estimation error is
larger than the allowed motion (i.e. change in state) between samples for a given PRF at
a low SNR, the HMM will with high likelihood be unable to find the proper state. But on
the contrary case where the SNR is high and the average estimation error is smaller than
the allowed motion for the same given PRF, the HMM will have a much higher chance of
identifying the correct state.
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PRF Comparison RV Mean Error vs SNR
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Figure 4.5. PRF comparison for RV mean error vs SNR with starting elevation fixed at 20°
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Figure 4.6. . HMM Aspect Angle estimation error performance at 20° elevation for the 2°/sec precessing
RV. Three PRFs are shown: (a) 1 Hz, (b) 5 Hz, and (c) 10 Hz. As can be seen, the performance improves
as the SNR is increased. The error performance also dramatically improved when the radar sampling rate
(PRF) raised above the Nyquist rate for the movement of the RV.
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4.2.2

Tank/Booster AAE error distribution with fixed starting elevation/varying SNR
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the same experiment results conducted for the booster

stage. In the case of the booster, the motion is much slower, since the booster is
tumbling end over end. Because of the slow movement, the mean error curves for each
PRF quickly approach the same level at 16-17 dB SNR. The changes in PRF seem to
affect the error variance significantly as can be seen when comparing Fig 4.8a to Fig
4.8b. Due to the slow motion of the booster, there is little to be gained in performance
when moving to a PRF higher than 5Hz.

PRF Comparison for Booster Error Distribution vs SNR
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Figure 4.7. PRF comparison for Booster mean error vs SNR with starting elevation fixed at 20°
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Figure 4.8. HMM Aspect Angle estimation error performance at 20° elevation for the 5°/sec tumbling
Tank/Booster. Three PRFs are shown: (a) 1 Hz, (b) 5 Hz, and (c) 10 Hz. In the booster case, the
movement rate relative to the radar is slower since the booster is tumbling end over end. When the SNR
reaches 15 dB, the mean error is about the same but the variance improves significantly for 5 and 10Hz
PRFs.
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4.2.3

RV AAE error distribution with fixed SNR/varying starting elevation
The second experiment conducted was to vary the elevation angle that the radar

would begin its state estimation. In this case the RV was the only object tested. The
SNR was held constant to 20dB. The elevation angle was varied at 2° and 5°-50° in 5°
steps. This gave 11 elevation angles. At each elevation, the HMM was evaluated against
a 90 sample RCS measurement vector.

The 755 training trajectories were used to

compute the error performance on the training data set and all 210 test trajectories were
used to compute the error performance on the test data set.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the results of the elevation experiment.

A few

characteristics stand out in the results. First the mean error performance stays relatively
the same for 5Hz and 10 Hz PRFs across elevation as this is primarily driven by the SNR
level. The 1Hz mean error curve as shown in Fig. 4.9 varies dramatically due to the
under sampling of the PRF. Second, the error variance improves as the PRF is increased.
This is due to the radar’s increased sample rate providing better visibility of the motion of
the RV.

Last, the variance appears to increase as the elevation approaches 25°. This

increased error variance is due to the increased uncertainty of the initial state. As was
seen in Figure 3.3, the initial state distribution spreads as the elevation rises. Having an
initial state distribution with a significant spread over aspect angle increases the chance
the HMM will start with the wrong state. But with the low mean error seen in Figure
4.10b and 4.10c, the HMM is able to find its way to the true orientation.
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Figure 4.9. PRF comparison for RV mean error vs elevation angle with SNR fixed at 20dB
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10 Hz PRF RV Error Distribution vs Elevation
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Figure 4.10. HMM Aspect Angle estimation error performance at 20 dB SNR for the 2°/sec precessing
RV. Three PRFs are shown: (a) 1 Hz, (b) 5 Hz, and (c) 10 Hz. The error variance is seen to increase as
the HMM is started at higher elevations. This is due to the increased uncertainty in the starting state of the
HMM.
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4.3 AAE with Fluctuating SNR
The HMMs for the RV and Tank/Booster developed in chapter 3 and [32] were
utilized for testing. The performance results for the RV will be presented here. The RV
was chosen as it presents the most complicated motion to estimate. The following results
will demonstrate the CFR, error distribution performance for the RV and the RMS error
performance comparison of CFR with differing thresholds

4.3.1

Controlled Fidelity Reduction State Count
The CFR state space for the RV HMM was computed prior to experimentation

using SNR values from 1dB to 15dB in 1dB increments. The goal is for the state space
to smoothly decrease with decreasing SNR. Figure 4.11 shows the CFR state count
results for the 8 Hz PRF RV. As can be seen in the figure, the CFR state count, which
counts the individual states along with the super state sets, smoothly decreases with the
SNR. It is also shown that as the threshold increases, the number of states per SNR
decreases faster. The super state sets defined by (3.22), (3.27), and (3.28) contain
standard fidelity HMM state numbers for the start state and end state. For SNR values >
15dB, the HMM maintains a state count of 1801 which gives a fidelity of 0.1° per state.
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SNR vs. CFR State Count
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Figure 4.11. CFR of 8 Hz PRF RV HMM for Cauchy-Schwarz & Kullback-Leibler with Thresholds of 0.1
& 0.3. Note: Standard Fidelity State Count is 1801

4.3.2

Simulation Setup and Radar Model
To test the Modified Viterbi algorithm in chapter 3 with the CFR HMM state

space, the experimental setup from above was used.

This setup utilized the RV

trajectories from 4.1.1. From the resulting 1512 trajectories, an evenly distributed 378
trajectories were used for testing.
For each trajectory, the aspect angle, elevation and slant range to the radar were
computed for each beam transmission time. The aspect angle was used to select the RCS
value of the object. The RCS and range were then put into the radar range equation to
compute the SNR at beam time. The radar model used consisted of the following
parameters:
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Bandwidth:
Center Frequency:
Wavelength:
System Temperature:
Peak TX Power:
TX/RX Antenna Gain:
Pulsewidth:

20 MHz
6 GHz
0.05 m
150 °K
200 KW
40 dB
80 s

The above parameters give a 20.7dB SNR for a 0 dBm2 object at 300km range.
The elevation of the object was used to set the starting point of the aspect angle
estimation. The pulsewidth was the variable used to control the average SNR for the
simulation. This variable was chosen as it is one of the easier variables for a radar to
control in a live system.

4.3.3

8Hz PRF RV
For each of the 378 selected RV trajectories, a 50 sample sequence was computed

at 8Hz PRF. The SNR was computed for each sample in the 378 sequences and used to
generate a noisy RCS measure at each time step. The selection of the above radar
parameters puts the average SNR for the RV around the 15dB mark for most of the
starting elevation angles. Thus the RV will spend 50% of its time going into, out of or
staying at a low SNR condition. This was purposely done in order to fully assess the
algorithm’s error performance for each of the cases outlined in Table 3.1.
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Figure 4.12. 8Hz PRF RV CFR AAE HMM Aspect Estimation at 30° Elevation

Each of the noisy RCS sequences was run through the basic Viterbi aspect angle
estimation approach outlined in Section 3.1.3 and then through the Modified Viterbi
aspect angle estimation algorithm in Section 3.1.4. The error distribution performance is
shown in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14 for starting elevation versus aspect angle error. This was
done in order to see the effects of the initial state distribution on the results of the full
sequence.
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Error Distribution versus Starting Elevation
For each of the subplots in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14, the solid line curves provide the
error distribution performance for the basic Viterbi HMM algorithm application to noisy
RCS measures with fluctuating SNR. The dashed lines show the results when the new
modified Viterbi algorithm combined with the new CFR approach is used to perform the
aspect angle estimation.
In each of the subplots in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14, the modified Viterbi algorithm along
with CFR super-states improved the aspect angle error distribution significantly for
starting elevations between 15° and 40°. This provides a dramatic improvement in
average error over the basic Viterbi HMM aspect angle estimation. The improvement in
error performance is due to the super-states keeping the Viterbi algorithm from selecting
the wrong states during the maximization steps. By lumping the highest likelihood states
into a single super-state, the Viterbi algorithm has the best chance for identifying the
group of states with the highest likelihood. The back-tracking routine at the end will then
select the super-states containing ML state.
It was also desired to know how best to optimize the CFR method and threshold.
Fig. 4.13(b) and 4.14(b) provide the results for the 8Hz RV HMM with the CauchySchwarz divergence based CFR and Fig. 4.13(a) and 4.14(a) provide the results for the 8
Hz RV HMM with Modified Kullback-Leibler divergence based CFR. Each method had
results compared for two thresholds 0.1 and 0.3. Each of the divergence/threshold pairs
shown had roughly the same resulting mean error performance. What seems to vary is
the variance of the error.

The CFR super-states defined with threshold of 0.3

outperformed the CFR with those defined by a threshold of 0.1 with respect to error
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variance. Between Cauchy-Schwarz and Modified Kullback-Leibler with 0.3 threshold,
the Cauchy-Schwarz had the tighter variance around the mean error up to 45° elevation at
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which time the Kullback-Leibler performed slightly better.
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Figure 4.13. RV Aspect Angle Estimation Error distribution comparison of Basic HMM Viterbi Algorithm
to the CFR Viterbi with threshold of T = 0.1 using (a) Kullback-Leibler and (b) Cauchy-Schwarz
divergences
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Figure 4.14. RV Aspect Angle Estimation Error distribution comparison of Basic HMM Viterbi Algorithm
to the CFR Viterbi with threshold of T = 0.3 using (a) Kullback-Leibler and (b) Cauchy-Schwarz
divergences

RMS Error versus Starting Elevation
To compare the error performance of each of the four cases in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14,
the Root Mean Square (RMS) error was computed. Fig. 4.15 shows the comparisons of
the basic Viterbi algorithm, Cauchy-Schwarz (T = 0.1 and T = 0.3) and Modified
Kullback-Leibler (T = 0.1 and T = 0.3) RMS error. As can be seen, the modified Viterbi
algorithm and CFR provided a lower RMS error through the majority of the starting
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elevation angles. As expected from seeing the results in Fig. 4.13, the 0.3 threshold CFR
provided an overall lower RMS error with the Cauchy-Schwarz with threshold 0.3
performing the best. It should also be noted that at 25° and 30° elevation, the new CFR
super-state technique reduces the RMS error by 50%. This extends the accuracy of the
estimation algorithm to more starting elevation angles thus giving a radar more time to
perform the task.

RMS Error Comparison - RV
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Figure 4.15. 8 Hz PRF Precessing RV RMS Error performance comparisons. As seen, the CauchySchwarz T = 0.3 provides the better rms error performance over the various starting elevation angles.
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4.4 Modified RV RCS Model Performance
To assess the robustness of the AAE HMM and Modified Viterbi algorithm from
3.2, the RV RCS model in Fig. 3.4(b) was modified (RV2) to present different RCS for
varying aspects but still closely resembling the previous RV model. Figure 4.16 shows
the new RV RCS Model.
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Figure 4.16. Modified RV RCS Model

The RV2 model was then incorporated into the AAE HMM datasets and a CFR
AAE HMM was developed using the Cauchy-Schwarz divergence measure with a
threshold of T = 0.3. The only thing shared between the RV1 and RV2 is the initial state
distributions and the state transition probability matrix. This enables a comparison of
how just changing the RCS model affects the performance. The performance was then
assessed to verify robustness of the algorithm. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show two examples
of the aspect angle estimation using both the Basic Viterbi HMM algorithm and the CFR
AAE HMM with the new Modified Viterbi algorithm.
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As can be seen in each figure, the CFR AAE HMM is able to improve the aspect
angle estimation performance when SNR fades exist. Figure 4.17 gives an example of
the RV2 precessing such that the specular is flashed thus presenting high SNR. It had
three instances where the SNR faded to or below 15dB. The points where the SNR faded
to 15dB or lower caused the basic Viterbi algorithm to select the wrong states during the
maximization process.
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Figure 4.17. 8 Hz RV2 Aspect Angle Estimation at 25° Elevation

Figure 4.18 shows the AAE results using RV2 where RV2 is presenting returns
from the back side of the specular region. In this case, the SNR has fades at or below
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15dB that last for longer periods of time. This results in the base Viterbi HMM algorithm
having a poor time selecting the best ML path through state probabilities. The RCS
emission distributions at full fidelity (all 1801 states) constrain the highest probability
path to a small subset of aspect angle space due to the SNR fading. This also highlights
the effects of the initial starting distribution on states that can be selected in which to
begin the estimation.
Radar Pulsewidth: 80s
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Figure 4.18. 8 Hz RV2 Aspect Angle Estimation at 15° Elevation

The above RV2 CFR AAE HMM data was obtained with a 50 run Monte Carlo of
test trajectories to quickly evaluate its error performance versus starting elevation angle.
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Figure 4.19 shows the error distributions from the 50 test runs. As shown in the figure,
the CFR AAE HMM for RV2 was able to improve the aspect angle estimation over the
basic Viterbi HMM algorithm for the when the SNR fades to 15dB or below.
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Figure 4.19. RV2 08Hz PRF Error Performance (50 run Monte Carlo)

To get a feel for the RMS error performance, the RMS error was computed for the
50 run Monte Carlo as well. Figure 4.20 shows a comparison of the RMS error for both
RV1 and RV2.

Each model’s fidelity reduction was trained with Cauchy-Schwarz

divergence and a threshold of T= 0.3. As can be seen, the RV1 shows better RMS error
performance by about 2° over RV2.

This difference is due to the different RCS

characteristics of the RCS models between the two RVs.
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RV2 08Hz PRF RMS Error Performance (50 run Monte Carlo)
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Figure 4.20. 08Hz PRF RV1/RV2 CFR AAE HMM RMS Error Comparison

4.5 Mismatch Model Effects
The results presented thus far have utilized matching AAE HMMs to source RCS
emission data (i.e. RV data was used to generate RV RCS emissions for the RV AAE
HMM to use). When RCS data from an RV is presented to the tank AAE HMM, the
estimation capability breaks down. The extent of the deterioration that AAE HMM
experiences will be primarily based upon the RCS model linking RCS to aspect angle.
This is especially true for the higher PRFs where the state transition matrices tend to
resemble tight left-to-right matrices.
Figure 4.21 shows the results of when the 8Hz RV AAE HMM was used to
estimate aspect angle from RCS data from a tank. In this particular case, the RV model
found the closest RCS that matched the first sample and just bounced between 76.16° and
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77.56°. This put the RV right on one side of its RCS specular due the initial starting
distribution and RCS value that are close to that of the tank.
Figure 4.22 shows the result of when the 8Hz Tank AAE HMM was used to
estimate aspect angle from RCS data from the RV. In this mismatch case, the tank model
tended to gravitate to aspect angle regions where its RCS model matched the values of
the RV data. The RV is precessing around its specular aspect which has RCS levels of 0
dBm2 to 15 dBm2.

Mismatch Model Effects
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Figure 4.21. Mismatch Effects: 8Hz RV AAE HMM estimating from Tank RCS Data
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Figure 4.22. Mismatch Effects: 8Hz Tank AAE HMM estimating from RV RCS Data

The mismatch model effects of the two RV models were explored as well using
the trajectories from 4.18. The subplots in Fig. 4.23 show the results of each RV flying
the trajectory from 4.18. In Fig. 4.23(a), RV1 (original RV model) flew the trajectory,
generating the RCS emission data, and the AAE HMM for RV2 attempted to estimate the
aspect angle from the emission data. The CFR AAE HMM for RV2 was able to get a
little bit closer to estimating the aspect angle likely due to the super states increasing the
likelihood of the RCS emissions providing a potentially better match. The basic Viterbi
HMM aspect estimation was unable to get close. In Fig. 4.23(b), the RV1 AAE HMM is
attempting to estimate aspect from the RCS emission data generated by RV2. In this case
the RV1 HMM was only able to find a region of RCS values in the RV1 RCS model that
most closely matched the RV2 emission data and the estimate bounced around in that
region of aspect.
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Figure 4.23. Mismatch Effects: RV1/RV2 Mismatch Model Aspect Angle Estimation Results
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CHAPTER V
Conclusion
5.1 Discussion of Results
The previous chapters have outlined a method for performing AAE on ballistic
missile objects utilizing a HMM to decode the sequence of low fidelity single point RCS
returns and corresponding SNR. The AAE algorithm utilizes the basic HMM Viterbi
algorithm [3] as the backbone for the HMM decoding. As shown in Section 4.2, very
precise angle estimation is achieved when the SNR is greater than 15 dB at PRFs greater
than 5 Hz. From Section 4.2, it is shown that the three controlling parameters (elevation
angle, PRF, and SNR) in the AAE HMM definition, (3.8), can significantly affect the
performance capability and are the contributing source of the estimation error.

5.1.1

Discussion of Starting Elevation Angle
The development of the initial state distributions presented in Section 3.1.2

outlines how the initial state can change depending upon what elevation the radar begins
the AAE process. Fig 3.3 shows the basis of the initial state distribution increasing as the
elevation is increased. This translates into an increase in starting state uncertainty for the
HMM. This increased uncertainty can drive large errors in the estimation if the HMM
Viterbi algorithm chooses the wrong starting state and is significant contributor to the
error. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the aggregated error distribution results for a fixed SNR
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of 20dB when the starting elevation angle varied between 2° and 50°. In each of the PRF
cases shown in Fig. 4.10, the error standard deviation is significantly lower at the lower
elevations.

5.1.2

Discussion of PRF
The PRF will affect the AAE error performance in a Nyquist sampling fashion.

Since the radar is transmitting its pulses at the specified PRF, the resulting returns give a
snapshot of the object position/orientation at the same rate. As PRF sets the limit on
measurement of Doppler, PRF also establishes the limit on estimation of motion of the
object much like a video camera recording the motion of a spinning wheel. Section 3.1.2
discussed how the state transition distribution for any of the states can be a function of
how much time lapses between observations. By using a high PRF, the radar reduces the
amount of time the object has to move, and constrains the possible number of states the
object can pass through, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The performance differences of using
AAE HMMs at different PRFs can be seen in Figures 4.5, 4.7, and 4.9. The increase in
PRF helps to improve the estimation performance at lower SNR (Fig. 4.5 and 4.7) and
higher elevation angles (Fig. 4.9) due to the changes in state being constrained by the
smaller time intervals.

5.1.3

Discussion of SNR
Section 4.2 presented the results of the AAE HMM and use of the HMM Viterbi

algorithm [13] under the constraint of constant SNR for all RCS. As expected, when the
SNR increased, the AAE error performance also improved for all PRFs.
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Unfortunately, constant SNR will not always be achievable by a radar especially
for an object that may have a highly fluctuating RCS over aspect. Since maintaining
SNR values in the range of 25 – 40 dB on all objects for all RCS could be technically
challenging, the low SNR cases were investigated for improvement in AAE performance.
In Section 3.1.3, a Controlled Fidelity Reduction (CFR) method was developed to adapt
the previously developed HMM to a case when the SNR is low and individual states look
in a pdf-sense very similar. To perform the CFR, two pdf divergence measures were
used to join/merge similar looking states together. This created different state sets at
SNRs 1 – 15 dB. The CFR allowed for the development of an AAE HMM that would
have a smoothly decreasing number of states for decreasing SNR (SNR < 16 dB). The
state reduction was shown in Fig. 4.11. To utilize the reduced state space and subsequent
super state sets, the HMM Viterbi algorithm in [3] had to be modified to handle the super
state sets. Section 3.1.3 presented the new CFR Modified Viterbi Algorithm.
To test the CFR AAE HMM, a radar model was developed in Section 4.3.2 to
represent a generic missile defense radar. For testing, an AAE HMM for 8 Hz PRF was
selected. Using the training trajectories and realistic radar range equation SNR values,
the basic Viterbi algorithm using the full 1801 states in the 8 Hz AAE HMM was
compared to CFR 8Hz AAE HMM using the CFR Modified Viterbi Algorithm. Figures
4.12 and 4.13 show the comparison of the error distributions. Figure 4.14 shows the
RMS error performance comparison. As seen in Fig. 4.14, the CFR AAE HMM was able
to reduce the RMS error at 30° starting elevation by 50% over the performance of the
basic HMM Viterbi algorithm in [3].
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5.1.4

Discussion on RCS Model
The RCS model used in the AAE HMM will affect the estimation performance.

Regions where the RCS is relatively constant will present a challenge to the algorithm as
relatively constant RCS regions are hard to distinguish in aspect much the same as when
SNR is low and all the distributions have large variance. Scintillation effects are helpful
as it breaks up regions of similar RCS.

5.2 Benefits of AAE HMM algorithm
The results presented here demonstrate that AAE can be accomplished using
single point RCS returns and be accurate. Accurate performance can be achieved using
just the basic HMM Viterbi algorithm for SNRs greater than 15 dB and at low starting
elevation angles. If a system is required to handle low SNR cases, the CFR AAE HMM
would need to be utilized in order to handle cases where the SNR drops below 16dB.
CFR AAE HMM will provide additional capability for missile defense radars.

As

presented before in Section 1.1.1, this algorithm can provide additional feature data that
can be combined with coarse classifiers for finer higher resolution threat object
classifiers. Models & Simulations (M&S) systems can use this methodology to validate
signal injection systems/drivers and compute orientation data from live flight tests for
debris (e.g. port covers). The recomputed orientation data can allow for the M&S drivers
to play back non-instrumented flight test components in order to anchor/validate the
M&S.
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5.3 Robustness
The results presented in this paper have utilized one particular frequency of RCS
model. The evaluation of robustness with respect to using RCS models from different
radar frequency bands would need to be performed.

The algorithm is expected to

perform well so long as the chosen RCS model demonstrates unique RCS values for
different aspects and not large swaths of constant RCS/aspect regimes. To fully assess
robustness, the AAE HMMs would need to have additional RCS models for each new
radar frequency band incorporated. The error performance analysis shown in Chapter 4
would then need to be performed to see if the error distributions vary much from the
results presented. In addition to RCS models from different frequency bands, different
flight models would need to be fully explored. It is hypothesized that as the PRF goes
up, the state transition distributions would become narrow centered on the state the
system is transitioning from.
For utilization in a real system, the radar would need to have a coarse classifier
that would classify the object in broad category, (e.g. RV, Tank, etc.). From the output of
the coarse classifier, the radar could pass the sequence of data to a bank of AAE HMMs
for that object type. Each of the AAE HMM would then process and estimate an
orientation/aspect sequence. The radar could use the final sequence probability, (3.35), to
select the ML answer. The robustness study would have to span uses of different RCS
models and flight models.
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5.4 Follow-on Work
To employ this AAE method, the HMMs will have to be developed to handle roll
angle. As stated in Section 3.1.2, this development was performed under the assumption
the missile objects were roll symmetric. There are potentially several ways to incorporate
roll into the AAE HMM. The first method would be to develop a two dimensional
HMM-based system where aspect angle is one dimension and roll angle is the other. In
this case, the state transition probabilities would occupy a data cube as opposed to a
matrix. The second method would be to just develop a single larger state transition
probability matrix that has a state count that is a product of the number of aspect states
and number of roll states. In this case, the state transition probability matrix would look
very similar to the one developed using (3.1) except the state is a tuple, (aspect state, roll
state). The last option would be to make the emission distribution a multi-modal Rician
distribution where a particular aspect state’s RCS distribution is a weighted sum of the
Rician distributions from each of the roll angles at that aspect. This method would likely
add more uncertainty to the estimation.
Additional follow-on work would require development of how to use the aspect
data. The resulting output sequence of aspect angle can be tracked and managed by a
track filter. Figure 5.1 shows the results of passing the estimation output from the
example in Fig. 4.3 through a second order Kalman filter. The Kalman filter then can be
used to smooth the estimation results. The tracked/smoothed aspect angle can then be
used for any number of other uses by the radar.
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Kalman Filtering State Estimation Results
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Figure 5.1. Results of Kalman filtering the output of the AAE HMM state estimation for the example in
Fig. 4.3. Kalman filter was a second order filter with measurement variance of 16 deg2 and system
variance of 10

Beyond the use with radar, the AAE HMM algorithm could be extended to optics.
The AAE HMM could be combined with an additional probability computation that
operates off the pixels values on camera. It might be a hybrid HMM system much like
the authors in [24], as described in Section 2.3.1.
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APPENDIX A
A.1

HMM Viterbi Algorithm

function [q,P,dmatdB] = viterbiAspectHmm(hmmobj,rcsmeas,SNR,elang)
%#codegen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% [q,P,dmatdB] = viterbiAspectHmm(hmmobj,rcsmeas,SNR,elang)
% David C. Moody
% Viterbi State Estimation
%
% This function will compute the estimated state from the rcsmeas
vector.
% The results will be computed using the Viterbi algorithm outlined in
% Rabiner's tutorial on HMMs.
%
% Dependencies: ricianpdf.m
%
computeEmissionProb.m
%
hmmAspectObj.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% Initialize Variables
dmatdB = zeros(hmmobj.numStates,length(rcsmeas));
qmat = zeros(hmmobj.numStates,length(rcsmeas));
% Generate Discrete State Transition Matrix
P = 10*log10(hmmobj.stateTrans.stateCounts ./ ...
repmat(sum(hmmobj.stateTrans.stateCounts,2),[1 hmmobj.numStates]));
angList = zeros(length(hmmobj.initDist),1);
for k = 1:length(hmmobj.initDist)
angList(k) = hmmobj.initDist(k).el_ang;
end
angind = interp1(angList,1:length(angList),elang,'nearest');
for k = 1:length(rcsmeas)
% Check for NaN in rcs measurements
if isnan(rcsmeas(k)) % 112013 DCM
if k == 1
ind = find(~isnan(rcsmeas),1,'first');
rcsmeas(isnan(rcsmeas)) = rcsmeas(ind);
else
rcsmeas(k) = rcsmeas(k-1);
end
end
% Compute Emission Probabilities
B = computeEmissionProb(rcsmeas(k),hmmobj.rcs_model,SNR(k));
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if k == 1
dmatdB(:,k) = 10*log10(B.*hmmobj.initDist(angind).countDist.'
./ ...
sum(hmmobj.initDist(angind).countDist));
else
for m = 1:hmmobj.numStates
%
stateProb = dmatdB(:,k-1) + P(m,:).'; DCM
stateProb = dmatdB(:,k-1) + P(:,m);
dmatdB(m,k) = max(stateProb) + 10*log10(B(m));
[~,qmat(m,k)] = max(stateProb);
end
end
end
q = zeros(size(rcsmeas));
% Backtrack to get the best states
for k = length(rcsmeas):-1:1
if k == length(rcsmeas)
[~,q(k)] = max(dmatdB(:,end));
else
q(k) = qmat(q(k+1),k+1);
end
end
P = max(dmatdB(:,end));
end
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A.2

Modified Viterbi Algorithm for CFR

function [qstates,q,Pout,dmatdB] = ...
multiSNRviterbiAspectHmm(hmmobj,rcsmeas,SNR,elang) %#codegen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% [qstates,q,Pout,dmatdB] =
multiSNRviterbiAspectHmm(hmmobj,rcsmeas,SNR,elang)
% David C. Moody
% multiSNR Viterbi State Estimation
%
% This function will compute the estimated state from the rcsmeas
vector.
% The results will be computed using the Viterbi algorithm outlined in
% Rabiner's tutorial on HMMs. This is the viterbi algorithm used for
RCS
% measurements with fluctuating SNR.
%
% Dependencies: ricianpdf.m
%
computeEmissionProb.m
%
hmmAspectObj.m
%
stateJointing.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%

% Initialize Variables
dmatdB = repmat(struct('srtIndex',0,...
'stpIndex',0,...
'Bmm',0,'q',0,'rcsmeas',0,...
'gamdB',0,'P_IJ',0),size(rcsmeas));
% List of Starting Elevation Angles
angList = [hmmobj.initDist(:).el_ang]';
angind = interp1(angList,1:length(angList),elang,'nearest');
initP = hmmobj.initDist(angind).countDist.' ./ ...
sum(hmmobj.initDist(angind).countDist);
% Check for NaN in rcs measurements
for k = 1:length(rcsmeas)
if isnan(rcsmeas(k))
if k == 1
ind = find(~isnan(rcsmeas),1,'first');
rcsmeas(isnan(rcsmeas)) = rcsmeas(ind);
else
rcsmeas(k) = rcsmeas(k-1);
end
end
end % for checking for NaNs in RCS measurements
% Begin Viterbi Algorithm
for k = 1:length(rcsmeas)
disp(['Computing Forward Probabilities for time step: '
num2str(k)])
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% Compute Emission Probabilities
dmatdB(k).rcsmeas = rcsmeas(k);
B = computeEmissionProb(rcsmeas(k),hmmobj.rcs_model,SNR(k));
if k == 1
sro = stateReduction(hmmobj,SNR(k));
% sro [#super states x 3], col1 = P going into superstate i
% col2 = start index of super state col3 = stop state
dmatdB(k).srtIndex = sro(:,1);
dmatdB(k).stpIndex = sro(:,2);
dmat = zeros(length(sro),2);
for n = 1:length(sro)
%
% Create Scaling coefficients for multi-modal Emission
dist
sroind = sro(n,1):sro(n,2);
Bmm = sum(B(sroind)) / ...
length(B(sroind));
dmat(n,:) = [Bmm 10*log10(Bmm .* ...
sum(initP(sro(n,1):sro(n,2))))];
end
dmatdB(k).Bmm = dmat(:,1);
dmatdB(k).gamdB = dmat(:,2);
dmatdB(k).q = zeros(length(sro),1);
else
% Have the previous superstates
stateset = [dmatdB(k-1).srtIndex dmatdB(k-1).stpIndex];
% Extract the new superstates for current SNR
sro = stateReduction(hmmobj,SNR(k));
dmatdB(k).srtIndex = sro(:,1);
dmatdB(k).stpIndex = sro(:,2);
dmat = zeros(length(sro),3);
PIJmat = zeros(length(stateset),length(sro));
for n = 1:length(sro) % Loop over J states
stateprob = zeros(length(stateset),1);
q = zeros(length(sro),1);
P_IJ_vec = zeros(length(stateset),1);
for m = 1:length(stateset) % Loop over I states
% Compute the P_IJ for the superstate I to superstate J
subPmat = hmmobj.Pmat(stateset(m,1):stateset(m,2),...
sro(n,1):sro(n,2));
[numIstates,~] = size(subPmat);
P_Ij = sum(subPmat,1)/numIstates; % Weight each Pij
equally
P_IJ = sum(P_Ij);
P_IJ_vec(m) = P_IJ;
stateprob(m) = dmatdB(k-1).gamdB(m) + 10*log10(P_IJ);
end
PIJmat(:,n) = P_IJ_vec;
[~,q(n)] = max(stateprob);
Bmm = sum(B(sro(n,1):sro(n,2))) / ...
length(B(sro(n,1):sro(n,2)));
dmat(n,:) = [Bmm (max(stateprob) + 10*log10(Bmm)) q(n)];
end
dmatdB(k).Bmm = dmat(:,1);
dmatdB(k).gamdB = dmat(:,2);
dmatdB(k).q = dmat(:,3);
dmatdB(k).P_IJ = PIJmat;
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end
end % for forward portion of viterbi
% Back out the indices to the maximum state probability super states
q = zeros(length(rcsmeas),1);
for k = length(rcsmeas):-1:1
if k == length(rcsmeas)
[Pout,q(k)] = max(dmatdB(k).gamdB);
else
q(k) = dmatdB(k+1).q(q(k+1));
end
end
% Extract out the state indices
qstates = zeros(length(q),2);
for k = 1:length(q)
qstates(k,:) = [dmatdB(k).srtIndex(q(k)) ...
dmatdB(k).stpIndex(q(k))];
end

end
function out = stateReduction(hmmobj,SNR) %#codegen
if SNR <= 15
SNRlist = [hmmobj.stateTrans.stateReduc(:).SNR]';
[~,SNRind] = min(abs(SNRlist-SNR));
out = hmmobj.stateTrans.stateReduc(SNRind).GroupIndices;
else
out = repmat(hmmobj.states',[1 2]);
end
end
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A.3

Compute Emission Probability

function [B] = computeEmissionProb(O,rcs_model,SNR,do) %#codegen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% Emission Probability Computation
%
% This function will compute the probability vector for each state's
% emission distribution for the given emission, O. The emission
% probability is computed using the Rician distribution for the scalar
% emission. The input emission and rcs model is assumed to be in dB.
The
% output emission probability is returned as a vector for each state's
% distribution.
%
% Dependencies: ricianpdf.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%

DO = 0.00001;
if nargin < 4
do = DO;
end
orcs = 10^(O/10);
rcs = 10.^(rcs_model/10);
snr = 10.^(SNR/10);
B = zeros(length(rcs_model),1);
for k = 1:length(B)
N = rcs(k)/snr;
B(k) = ricianpdf(sqrt(orcs),sqrt(rcs(k)),sqrt(N))*do;
end
B(B < eps) = eps;

% DCM 081512

end
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A.4

Rician PDF

function pdfv = ricianpdf(x,s,sigma,N,mflag) %#codegen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% pdfv = ricianpdf(x,s,sigma,N,mflag)
% Rician PDF
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%

if nargin < 3
error('ricianpdf.m: Incorrect number of inputs');
end
if nargin < 4
N = 6;
end
if nargin < 5
mflag = 1;
end
pdfv = zeros(size(x));
besselInp = 2* s .* x ./ sigma.^2;
pdfv(besselInp > 698) = normpdf(x(besselInp > 698),s,sigma);
pdfv(besselInp <= 698) = (2*x(besselInp <= 698)./sigma^2) .* ...
I0(besselInp(besselInp <= 698),mflag,N) .* ...
exp(-(x(besselInp <= 698).^2 + s.^2)/sigma^2);
end
function out = I0(y,mflag,N)
if nargin < 3
N = 6;
end
if mflag
out = besseli(0,y);
else
v = 0:N;
out = sum((1./(factorial(v).*gamma(v))).*(1/2*y).^(2*v));
end
end
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APPENDIX B
Aspect Angle Estimation HMM Class Definition
classdef hmmAspectObj
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% Aspect Angle Hidden Markov Model Object Class Definition
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
properties (SetAccess =
numStates = 2;
numEmissions = 2;
Pmat = ones(2)/2;
PFlag = ones(2,1);
continuous
states = 0:1;
stateSymbols;
initDist;
stateTrans;
rcs_model;
trainingData;
shortTitle;
end

protected)
% Number of States in the HMM
% Number of discrete Emissions in the HMM
% State transition probability matrix
% Flag to say use discrete P instead of
% State ID numbers
% State Symbols
% Initial probability distribtuion

methods

%

% External functions
% Internal function file definitions
function obj = hmmAspectObj(msl_model)
obj.numStates = length(msl_model.angles);
obj.Pmat = ones(obj.numStates)/obj.numStates;
obj.states = 1:obj.numStates;
obj.stateSymbols = msl_model.angles;
obj.initDist = msl_model.initDist;
obj.trainingData = msl_model.aspect_data;
obj.rcs_model = msl_model.rcs_model;
obj.stateTrans = msl_model.stateTrans;
% Compute Pmat
P = zeros(obj.numStates);
pflag = zeros(obj.numStates,1);
for k = 1:obj.numStates
numCounts = sum(obj.stateTrans.stateCounts(k,:));
if numCounts ~= 0
P(k,:) = obj.stateTrans.stateCounts(k,:)/numCounts;
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else
P(k,k) = 1;
pflag(k) = 1;
end
end
obj.Pmat = P;
obj.PFlag = pflag;
obj.shortTitle = input('Enter Description:

','s');

end
function obj = assignProperty(obj,name,v)
propNames = fieldnames(obj);
isProp = strcmpi(name,propNames);
if ~any(isProp)
warning(['Property: ' name ' not found']);
return;
end
propInd = length(isProp) - log2(bin2dec(num2str(isProp)'));
switch propInd
case 1
obj.numStates = v;
case 2
obj.numEmissions = v;
case 3
obj.Pmat = v;
case 4
obj.PFlag = v;
case 5
obj.states = v;
case 6
obj.stateSymbols = v;
case 7
obj.initDist = v;
case 8
obj.stateTrans = v;
case 9
obj.rcs_model = v;
case 10
obj.trainingData = v;
case 11
obj.shortTitle = v;
otherwise
disp(['Property: ' name ' not found']);
end
end
function displayProperties(obj)
fieldnames(obj)
end

end
end
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APPENDIX C
C.1

Compute State Transition Distribution

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% Compute the State Transition Probability Distributions (fixed rate)
%
% This script will estimate the state transition probability
distribtuions
% for each of the HMM states.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
clc; clear all;
% Splash
disp('-----------------------------------------------------------------');
disp(' David C. Moody');
disp(' State Transition Probability Distribution Estimator');
disp('-----------------------------------------------------------------');
% Load Missile Model Set
[aspectname,aspectdir] = uigetfile('*.mat',...
'Select Missile Model Data File');
disp(['Loading: ' aspectdir '\' aspectname]);
load([aspectdir '\' aspectname]);
numStates = length(msl_model.angles);
% Initialize transition Matrix
countsMat = zeros(length(msl_model.angles));
muVal = zeros(size(msl_model.angles));
sigVal = zeros(size(msl_model.angles));
matlabpool open 5;
parfor k = 1:numStates
tic
counts = [];
for m = 1:length(msl_model.aspect_data)
counts = [counts stateTransCount(k,msl_model.angles,...
msl_model.aspect_data(m).aspect).']; %#ok
end
if isrow(counts)
countsMat(k,:) = hist(counts,1:numStates);
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else
countsMat(k,:) = hist(counts,1:numStates).';
end
[muVal(k),sigVal(k)] = normfit(counts);
disp('-----------------------------------------------------------------');
disp(['Distribution Found for State ' num2str(k)]);
timeComp = toc;
disp(['
Found in ' num2str(timeComp) ' sec']);
disp('-----------------------------------------------------------------');
end
matlabpool close;
msl_model.stateTrans.stateCounts = countsMat;
msl_model.stateTrans.normParam.mu = muVal;
msl_model.stateTrans.normParam.sigma = sigVal;
% Save Outputs
disp('Saving Output to msl_model data file');
save([aspectdir '\' aspectname],'msl_model');
disp('Processing Complete');
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C.2

State Transition Count

function [counts] = stateTransCount(stateID,angles,aspectVec,vFlag)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% State Transition Counter
%
% This function will count the number of times the system transitions
from
% the given state (stateID) to another state. The funciton will output
a
% vector corresponding to the input state names (angles) that contains
the
% counts for each state that the system transitioned from stateID to
% another.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%

if nargin < 4
vFlag = 0;
end
% Compute state vector
stateVec = interp1(angles,1:length(angles),real(aspectVec),'nearest');
stateVec(aspectVec < angles(1)) = 1;
stateVec(aspectVec > angles(end)) = length(angles);
if vFlag
disp('stateTransCount: State Vector Found');
end
% find all the times stateID occurs
ind = find(stateVec == stateID);
% Check to see if stateID is present
if vFlag
if isempty(ind)
disp(['stateTransCount: State ID: ' num2str(stateID) ' did not
occur']);
return;
else
disp(['stateTransCount: State ID: ' num2str(stateID) '
occurred ' ...
num2str(length(ind)) ' times']);
end
end
counts = zeros(size(ind));
% loop over instances
for k = 1:length(ind)
if (ind(k)+1) > length(stateVec)
continue;
end
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counts(k) = stateVec(ind(k)+1);
end
counts(counts == 0) = [];
end
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C.3

Compute Initial States

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% Compute Initial State Probabilities
%
% This script will compute the initial state probabilities for the set
of
% training data.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
clc; clear all;
% Splash
disp('-----------------------------------------------------------------');
disp(' David C. Moody');
disp(' Compute Initial State Probabilities');
disp('-----------------------------------------------------------------');
% Get Radar Position Data
[radarname,radardir] = uigetfile('*.mat','Select Radar Data file');
load([radardir '\' radarname]);
det_el = radarData.min_Elevation;
% Load Missile Model Set
[aspectname,aspectdir] = uigetfile('*.mat',...
'Select Missile Model Data File');
load([aspectdir '\' aspectname]);
% Initialize histogram
initStates = zeros(length(msl_model.aspect_data),1);
% Compute initial aspect for each trajectory in set
for k = 1:length(msl_model.aspect_data)
% Convert Aspect to angle states
stateVal = interp1(msl_model.angles,1:length(msl_model.angles),...
real(msl_model.aspect_data(k).aspect),'nearest');
ind = find(msl_model.aspect_data(k).elevation >= det_el,1,'first');
% Log the initial state
msl_model.aspect_data(k).inital_aspect =
msl_model.angles(stateVal(ind));
initStates(k) = stateVal(ind);
% Display the state
disp(['Found initial state for ' msl_model.aspect_data(k).filename
' '...
num2str(k) ' of ' num2str(length(msl_model.aspect_data))]);
disp([' For Radar Det. El: ' num2str(radarData.min_Elevation) ...
'°, Initial State is ' num2str(stateVal(ind)) ' - ' ...
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num2str(msl_model.angles(stateVal(ind))) '°']);
end
% Compute the histogram of initial states
countDist = hist(initStates,1:length(msl_model.angles));
initDist = countDist/length(msl_model.aspect_data);
msl_model.initDist.countDist = countDist;
[mu,sig] = normfit(initStates);
msl_model.initDist.normParam.mu = mu;
msl_model.initDist.normParam.sigma = sig;

% Make the figure
hbar = figure('Name',['Initial State Distribution: ' aspectname]);
bar(countDist);
xlabel('State ID');
ylabel('Counts');
grid on;
saveas(hbar,['..\results\init_states_' aspectname(1:end-4) '.fig']);
% Save the Model Back
save([aspectdir '\' aspectname],'msl_model');
disp('Processing Complete');
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C.4

Compute Additional Initial States

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% Compute Initial State Probabilities
%
% This script will compute the initial state probabilities for the set
of
% training data for additional elevation angles.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
clc; clear all;
% Splash
disp('-----------------------------------------------------------------');
disp(' David C. Moody');
disp(' Compute Additional Elevation Angle Initial State
Probabilities');
disp('-----------------------------------------------------------------');
% Get Radar Position Data
[radarname,radardir] = uigetfile('*.mat','Select Radar Data file');
load([radardir '\' radarname]);
min_det_el = radarData.min_Elevation;
% Select Directory to process
[filename,dirname] = uigetfile('hmmobj*.mat',...
'Select a HMM Object file in the directory to
process');
d = dir([dirname '\hmmobj*.mat']);
filelist = cell(length(d),1);
for k = 1:length(d)
filelist{k} = d(k).name;
end
angList = [min_det_el 5:5:50];
tic;
for fileind = 1:length(filelist)
load([dirname '\' filelist{fileind}]);
initDist(1) = hmmobj.initDist(1);
initDist(1).el_ang = min_det_el;
disp(['Processing HMM Object: ' filelist{fileind} '...']);
for m = 2:length(angList)
disp(['Processing Elevation: ' num2str(angList(m)) '°']);
% Compute initial aspect for each trajectory in set
initStates = zeros(length(hmmobj.trainingData),1);
for k = 1:length(hmmobj.trainingData)
% Convert Aspect to angle states
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stateVal =
interp1(hmmobj.stateSymbols,1:hmmobj.numStates,...
real(hmmobj.trainingData(k).aspect),'nearest');
ind = find(hmmobj.trainingData(k).elevation >=
angList(m),1,'first');
if ~isempty(ind)
initStates(k) = stateVal(ind);
else
initStates(k) = 0;
end
end
initStates(initStates == 0) = [];
% Compute the histogram of initial states
countDist = hist(initStates,1:hmmobj.numStates);
initDist(m).countDist = countDist;
[mu,sig] = normfit(initStates);
initDist(m).normParam.mu = mu;
initDist(m).normParam.sigma = sig;
initDist(m).el_ang = angList(m);
end % for loop over angle list
hmmobj = assignProperty(hmmobj,'initDist',initDist);
clear initDist;
save([dirname '\hmmobj_' hmmobj.shortTitle],'hmmobj');
disp(['Processing Complete for HMM Object: ' filelist{fileind}]);
end % for loop over file list
timeDone = toc;
disp(['All Files Processed in ' num2str(timeDone) ' sec']);
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C.5

Compute Range

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% Add Range to HMM Objects
% David C. Moody
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% Load the HMM object to modify with Range vectors
disp('--------------------------------------------------------------');
disp('| Add Range to HMM Objects and Missile Models
|');
disp('--------------------------------------------------------------');
disp('');
flag = input('Enter 1 for HMM Objects or 0 for Missile Models: ');
if flag ~= 0 || isempty(flag)
disp('Load HMM object...');
[hmmname,hmmpath] = uigetfile('hmmobj*.mat','Select the HMM to
modify');
load([hmmpath hmmname]);
disp([' Loaded: ' hmmpath hmmname]);
disp('Selecting working directory');
[~,trajpath] = uigetfile('*.mvs',...
'Select a trajectory file in the desired directory');
disp([' Selected: ' trajpath]);
disp('Loading Radar Data');
[radarfile,radarpath] = uigetfile('*.mat','Select the Radar Data
File');
load([radarpath radarfile]);
% Begin going through each trajectory
numTraj = length(hmmobj.trainingData);
trainingData = hmmobj.trainingData;
parfor k = 1:numTraj
disp([' Loading trajectory ' num2str(k) ' of '
num2str(numTraj) '...']);
data = dlmread([trajpath hmmobj.trainingData(k).filename],' ');
traj = data(:,2:4);
trainingData(k).range = computeSlantRange(traj,radarData);
end
disp('Assigining data back to HMM object');
hmmobj = hmmobj.assignProperty('trainingData',trainingData);
disp(['Saving HMM back to ' hmmpath hmmname]);
save([hmmpath hmmname],'hmmobj');
else
disp('Load Missile Model...');
[hmmname,hmmpath] = uigetfile('aspectData*.mat',...
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'Select the Missile Model to
modify');
load([hmmpath hmmname]);
disp([' Loaded: ' hmmpath hmmname]);
disp('Selecting working directory');
[~,trajpath] = uigetfile('*.mvs',...
'Select a trajectory file in the desired directory');
disp([' Selected: ' trajpath]);
disp('Loading Radar Data');
[radarfile,radarpath] = uigetfile('*radar*.mat','Select the Radar
Data File');
load([radarpath radarfile]);
% Begin going through each trajectory
numTraj = length(msl_model.aspect_data);
aspect_data = msl_model.aspect_data;
for k = 1:numTraj
disp([' Loading trajectory ' num2str(k) ' of '
num2str(numTraj) '...']);
data = dlmread([trajpath aspect_data(k).filename],' ');
traj = data(:,2:4);
msl_model.aspect_data(k).range =
computeSlantRange(traj,radarData);
end

%

disp('Assigining data back to Missile Model');
msl_model.aspect_data = aspect_data;
disp(['Saving Missile Model back to ' hmmpath hmmname]);
save([hmmpath hmmname],'msl_model');

end
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C.6

Compute Low SNR State Groups

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% Add Low SNR State Groupings to HMM Objects
% David C. Moody
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
clc; VERBOSE = 0;
divmode = 2;
% Load the HMM object to modify with Range vectors
disp('----------------------------------------------------------------');
disp('| Add Low SNR State Groupings to HMM Objects
|');
disp('----------------------------------------------------------------');
switch divmode
case 1
disp('Using Modified Kullback-Leibler');
case 2
disp('Using Cauchy-Schwarz')
case 3
disp('Using Specificity');
end
T = input('Enter Threshold: ');
disp('');
% Select Directory to process
[dirname] = uigetdir(pwd,...
'Select a HMM directory to process');
d = dir([dirname '\hmmobj*.mat']);
filelist = cell(length(d),1);
for k = 1:length(d)
filelist{k} = d(k).name;
end
SNRlist = 1:15;
stateReduc = repmat(struct('SNR',0,'GroupIndices',0,'T',T), ...
[length(SNRlist) 1]);
for hmmind = 1:length(filelist)
load([dirname '\' filelist{hmmind}]);
disp(['Processing HMM file: ' filelist{hmmind} '...']);
disp([' Starting: ' datestr(now)])
for s = 1:length(SNRlist)
disp([' Processing SNR: ' num2str(SNRlist(s))]);
tic;
Jstates = cell(hmmobj.numStates,1);
SNRval = SNRlist(s);
parfor k = 1:hmmobj.numStates
if VERBOSE
disp(['
State: ' num2str(k) ' state joining']);
end
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Jstates{k} = stateJoining(hmmobj.Pmat(k,:),...
hmmobj.rcs_model,SNRval,T,divmode); % 051414 DCM
end % for num states Jstates computation
stateGroups = cell(hmmobj.numStates,1);
parfor k = 1:hmmobj.numStates
if VERBOSE
disp(['
State: ' num2str(k) ' state group
identification']);
end
groups = [];
for n = 1:length(Jstates)
js = Jstates{n};
nstatechk = (n >= js(:,1)) & (n <= js(:,2));
njs = js(nstatechk,:);
statechk = (k >= njs(:,1)) & (k <= njs(:,2));
if ~any(statechk)
continue
end
grpind = njs(statechk,1:2);
[numgrp,~] = size(grpind);
if numgrp > 1
minstart = min(grpind(:,1));
maxstop = max(grpind(:,2));
grpind = [minstart maxstop];
end
isgrp = diff(grpind) > 0;
groups = [groups; [grpind isgrp]];
end % for Jstates
if isempty(groups) % 051514 DCM
stateGroups{k} = [k k 0];
else
stateGroups{k} = groups;
end
end % for num states stateGroups computation
numtotal = zeros(1801,1);
numgrps = zeros(1801,1);
parfor k = 1:hmmobj.numStates
if VERBOSE
disp(['
State: ' num2str(k) ' state grouping']);
end
sG = stateGroups{k};
[numtotal(k),~] = size(sG);
numgrps(k) = sum(sG(:,3));
end
sgrplist = [];
zerostates = find(numgrps==0);
statepair = [1 0];
for k = 1:length(zerostates)
if zerostates(k) > statepair(1)
statepair(2) = zerostates(k)-1;
sgrplist = [sgrplist;statepair];
sgrplist = [sgrplist;zerostates(k)*ones(1,2)];
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statepair = [zerostates(k)+1 0];
else
sgrplist = [sgrplist;zerostates(k)*ones(1,2)];
statepair = [zerostates(k)+1 0];
end
end % for zerostates
% DCM 103014
if statepair(1) < hmmobj.numStates
sgrplist = [sgrplist; zerostates(k)+1 hmmobj.numStates];
end
timeSNR = toc;
disp(['
SNR: ' num2str(SNRlist(s))])
disp(['
Time: ' num2str(timeSNR/60) ' min'])
stateReduc(s).SNR = SNRlist(s);
stateReduc(s).GroupIndices = sgrplist;
end % for SNRlist
stateTrans = hmmobj.stateTrans;
stateTrans.stateReduc = stateReduc;
disp(' Assigining data back to HMM object');
hmmobj = hmmobj.assignProperty('stateTrans',stateTrans);
disp([' Saving HMM back to ' dirname '\' filelist{hmmind}]);
save([dirname '\' filelist{hmmind}],'hmmobj');
disp([' Completed HMM file: ' filelist{hmmind} ]);
disp([' Finished: ' datestr(now)])
end

% for filelist
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C.7

State Joining

function [jstates] = stateJoining(Pdist,rcs_model,SNR,T,modeval)
%#codegen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% State Joining Routine
% [jstates] = stateJoining(hmmobj,currState,SNR,T)
%
% This function uses the current state that the HMM is evaluating and
the
% HMM's RCS model to identify the potential states to be considered for
% transitioning. It uses the SNR to compute the divergence and thus
the
% creation of super sets of states. These super sets of states
notionally
% cannot be distinguished from each other at the given SNR for the
state's
% RCS value. The function will return a list of start and stop state
% numbers for their given group number.
%
% Inputs: Pdist
- Probability distribution that the basis is
%
computed from
%
rcs_model
- The RCS model used for divergence computation
%
SNR
- Signal to Noise Ratio for the current
measurement
%
T (optional)- Threshold for divergence test, default = 0.05
% Dependencies: compute_PDFdivergence.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%

if nargin < 4
T = 0.05;
modeval = 1;
end
if nargin == 4
modeval = 1;
end
% Find all the states that are able to be transitioned into
stIndLog = (Pdist > 0)';
stInd
= find(stIndLog);
numStCon = sum(stIndLog);
% Compute Divergence for the states under consideration
divSt = zeros(numStCon);
for k = 1:numStCon
switch modeval
case 1
divSt(k,:) =
abs(compute_PDFdivergence(rcs_model(stInd(k)),...
rcs_model(stInd),...
SNR,1e-4,1000));
divSt(k,:) = divSt(k,:) .* abs(stInd' - stInd(k));
case 2
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divSt(k,:) =
compute_PDFdivergenceCS(rcs_model(stInd(k)),...
rcs_model(stInd),...
SNR,1e-4,30000);
case 3
divSt(k,:) = compute_PDFspecificity(rcs_model(stInd(k)),...
rcs_model(stInd),SNR);
end
end
% Threshold the divergence
divThres = divSt < T;
% Find rows that have two or more ajoining states for state stInd(k)
grpInd = zeros(numStCon,2);
for k = 1:numStCon
% Look in negative direction
if k ~= 1 % If the state is not the first one in the overall group
for n = 1:abs(k - 1)
if divThres(k,k-n) ~= 1
break;
end
end
grpInd(k,1) = stInd(k-n+1);
else
grpInd(k,1) = stInd(k); % If the state is the first in the
overall
% group, it will be the first for its
% combinded group
end
% Look in the positive direction
if k ~= numStCon
for n = 1:(numStCon - k)
if divThres(k,k+n) ~= 1
break;
end
end
grpInd(k,2) = stInd(k+n-1);
else
grpInd(k,2) = stInd(k); % If the state is the last in the
overall
% group, it will be the last for its
% combinded group
end
end
grpCnt = 0;
grpNum = zeros(numStCon,1);
for k = 1:numStCon
grpChk = zeros(numStCon,1);
for n = 1:numStCon
if (stInd(k) >= grpInd(n,1)) && (stInd(k) <= grpInd(n,2))
grpChk(n) = 1;
end
end
if (sum(grpChk) == 1) || (k == 1) % It is in its own group
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if grpNum(k) == 0
grpCnt = grpCnt + 1;
grpNum(k) = grpCnt;
end
elseif sum(grpChk) > 1
% Multiple state group
if ~any(grpChk(1:k-1))
% Previous state is not in group
for current state
if grpNum(k) == 0
% Make sure it wasn't previously
assigned
grpCnt = grpCnt + 1;
grpNum(k) = grpCnt;
if grpChk(k+1) == 1
grpNum(k+1) = grpCnt;
end
end
else
ind = find(grpChk(1:k-1),1,'first');
grpNum(k) = grpNum(ind);
end
end
end
grpNumu = unique(grpNum);
jstates = zeros(length(grpNumu),3);
for k = 1:length(grpNumu)
jstates(k,3) = grpNumu(k);
ind = grpNum == grpNumu(k);
jstates(k,1) = min(grpInd(ind,1));
jstates(k,2) = max(grpInd(ind,2));
end
end
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APPENDIX D
D.1

Modified Kullback-Leibler PDF Divergence

function [D] = compute_PDFdivergence(RCSp,RCSq,SNR,dx,nsamp) %#codegen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% Compute Rician PDF Divergence
%
% Description:
% As described in:
% C-S Huang, H-C Wang, C-H Lee, "Study on Model-Based Error Rate
Estimation
% for Automatic Speech Recognition," IEEE Trans on Speech and Audio
% Processing, Vol 11, No 6, Nov 2003.
% Divergence known as the "Kullback-Leibler Divergence"
% This function will compute the divergence between pdfs p and q using
a dx
% increment for the variable of integration. Inputs are in dB for RCS
and
% SNR.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%

NUMSAMP = 10000;
if nargin < 5
numsamp = NUMSAMP;
else
numsamp = nsamp;
end
% Compute domain for pdfs
sp = sqrt(10^(RCSp/10)); % Compute field strength
sq = sqrt(10.^(RCSq./10));
startx = sp - ceil(numsamp/2)*dx;
if startx < 0
startx = 0;
end
stopx = sp + floor(numsamp/2)*dx;
x = startx:dx:stopx;
D = zeros(size(RCSq));

% Compute Rician distributions
Np = RCSp - SNR;
sigmap = sqrt(10^(Np/10));
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for k = 1:length(RCSq)
Nq = RCSq(k) - SNR;
sigmaq = sqrt(10^(Nq/10));
p = ricianpdf(x,sp,sigmap);
q = ricianpdf(x,sq(k),sigmaq);
% check for zeros
zflag = any(q == 0);
if zflag
p(q == 0) = [];
%
x(q == 0) = [];
q(q == 0) = [];
end
% Compute divergence
r = p./q;
D(k) = dx * sum(log(r) .* p);
end
return;
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D.2

Cauchy-Schwarz PDF Divergence

function [D] = compute_PDFdivergenceCS(RCSp,RCSq,SNR,dx,nsamp)
%#codegen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% Compute Rician PDF Divergence using Cauchy-Schwarz PDF Divergence
%
% Description:
% As described in:
% S. Rao, J. C. Sanchez, S. Han, J. C. Principe, "Spike Sorting Using
Non
% Parametric Clustering Via Cauchy Schwarz PDF Divergence," Acoustics,
% Speech and Signal Processing, 2006. ICASSP 2006 Proceedings. 2006
IEEE
% International Conference on.
% This function will compute the divergence between pdfs p and q using
a dx
% increment for the variable of integration. Inputs are in dB for RCS
and
% SNR.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
NUMSAMP = 10000;
if nargin < 5
numsamp = NUMSAMP;
else
numsamp = nsamp;
end
% Compute domain for pdfs
sp = sqrt(10^(RCSp/10)); % Compute field strength
sq = sqrt(10.^(RCSq./10));
startx = sp - ceil(numsamp/2)*dx;
if startx < 0
startx = 0;
end
stopx = sp + floor(numsamp/2)*dx;
x = startx:dx:stopx;
D = zeros(size(RCSq));
% Compute Rician distributions
Np = RCSp - SNR;
sigmap = sqrt(10^(Np/10));
p = ricianpdf(x,sp,sigmap);
for k = 1:length(RCSq)
Nq = RCSq(k) - SNR;
sigmaq = sqrt(10^(Nq/10));
q = ricianpdf(x,sq(k),sigmaq);
Jcs = p*q'*dx ./ (sqrt((p*p') * (q*q')) * dx);
D(k) = -log(Jcs);
end
end
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D.3

Specificity PDF Divergence

function [D] = compute_PDFspecificity(RCSp,RCSq,SNR) %#codegen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% David C. Moody
% Compute Rician PDF Divergence using Sample Based Specificity
% [D] = compute_PDFspecificity(RCSp,RCSq,SNR)
%
% Description:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
M = 1e4;
N = 200;
% Compute domain for pdfs
sp = sqrt(10^(RCSp/10)); % Compute field strength
sq = sqrt(10.^(RCSq./10));
% Compute Rician Model Samples
Np = RCSp - SNR;
sigmap = sqrt(10^(Np/10));
Y = ricianrnd(sp,sigmap,[M 1]);
D = zeros(size(sq));
for k = 1:length(sq)
Nq = RCSq(k) - SNR;
sigmaq = sqrt(10^(Nq/10));
X = ricianrnd(sq(k),sigmaq,[N 1]);
Ymat = repmat(Y',[N 1]);
Xmat = repmat(X,[1 M]);
Y_Xmat = abs(Ymat - Xmat);
D(k) = sum(min(Y_Xmat,[],1))/M;
end
return
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APPENDIX E
AAE

Aspect Angle Estimation

AWGN

Additive White Gaussian Noise

CAD

Compute Aided Design

CFR

Controlled Fidelity Reduction

DOF

Degrees of Freedom

GA

Genetic Algorithms

HMM

Hidden Markov Model

HRR

High Range Resolution

HWIL

Hardware in the Loop

I&Q

In-phase and Quadrature-phase

MAP

Maximum A Posterior

MCMC

Markov Chain Monte Carlo

MF

Matched Filter

ML

Maximum Likelihood

MP

Matching Pursuits

NB/MB

Narrowband/Mediumband

NSHMM

Nonstationary Hidden Markov Model

PDF

Probability Distribution Function

PRF

Pulse Repetition Frequency

RCS

Radar Cross Section

RMS

Root Mean Square
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RV

Re-entry Vehicle

SNR

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

WB

Wideband
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